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Our Town Geared Student Finds iTunes Loophole
Sophomore's MyTunes Allows Music to Be Saved from iTunes
to the Intellectual
ALEX GORDON

Chuck Pratt

Our Town's George and Emily share a romantic moment
EDWARD BAYLOR
ARTS WRITER
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wounded and creepy Alex Gould

There arc times where a single prop carries the full weight of
a particular piece of theater.
Such was the case with Mitchell
Polin's Our Town: Revisited, performed this past weekend in
Garmany Hall. Presenting the
text of Thornton Wilder's play
alongside texts by Eugene
Ionesco, Krzysztof Kieslowski,
Jacqueline Susann, and the cast,
the director's note in the program
states, "It is the intention of this
performance to maintain what
we, as an ensemble, view as the
essence of the work, while making the story and performance
present our 21 century lives."
The prop in question is a tele-

Ghaleb's '06 depressive ErmfjT
Tomek is a character taken from
Kteslowski's 1988 film, A Short
Film about Love, and slipped into
Polin's production as a means of
explaining Emily's hesitance to
marry George. With another
potential love interest, even if
he's a stalker, Emily at least has
another realistic option.
Tomek pulls out the telescope
to gaze at Emily, barely 10 feet
away, as if to see every pore or
flaw of her face in excruciating
detail. Polin functions as the
audience's telescope, pulling out
the play's psychological subtext
and forcing it into the spotlight.
see OUR TOWN on page 15

MANAGING EDITOR
Bill Zeller '06, a Tutorial
College student, has developed
software that allows Windows
iTunes users to save songs from
other computers on their own
hard drives.
Released 10 days after
Apples' Windows edition of
iTunes came out, MyTunes, as
Zeller has dubbed it, "is a free
program that runs along side
iTunes and gives it added capabilities" according to his Web site,
www.cowpimp.com
iTunes plays music in MP3
format or music that has been
imported to- a computer's hard
drive from an audio CD. It also
allows music to be burned onto
CDs and features an online music
store where users can purchase
individual tracks for 99 cents
each. Songs purchased from
Mac's music store cannot be
copied using MyTunes.
Once a Mac only application,
iTunes was recently released for
PC users as well.

vidual users to listen to music
located on other computers on a

Adventures in the Watkinson
JAMIE CALABRESE
FEATURES WRITER
For most people, the term
"Watkinson" conjures up a set of
imposing black steel doors in the
basement of the library. I've
walked by those doors dozens of
times and I always wonder-what
really goes on in there? Who is
allowed in? What do they do?
And what the heck is this place
doing at Trinity? I never had the

New Project to Aid Homeless
EILEEN FLYNN
NEWS EDITOR
A proposed solution to
Hartford's homelessness problem
is having difficulty getting off the
ground. Common Ground has
had measurable success with its
supportive housing initiative in
New York City, but cannot seem
to get support from the city government here in Hartford. The
organization has received a building located at 410 Asylum St. and
wants to proceed in renovating it
into a supportive housing program for the homeless and lowincome residents of Hartford.
In November of 2000, West
Hartford
native
Rosanne
Haggerty, president and founder
of Common Ground, came to
Hartford to talk about the work
her organization has done to solve
the problem of homelessness in
New York City.
In 1991 Common Ground
began the venture of turning the
wreck of the Times Square Hotel
into the largest supportive hous-

local network such as Trinity's,
but it does not allow music to be
copied from one hard drive to
another.
MyTunes has been available
online since Oct. 26. It had been
written about only on a few foreign Web sites until Nov. 14,
when a story ran on computing
magazine MacCentral's Web site.
The story was subsequently
|onathan Chesney
syndicated in the online edition of
Bill
Zeller
'06
created
MyTunes,
the New York Times while other
stories ran on cnet.com and in the
him that should a cease and desist
online version of PCWorld. News
order be delivered to them he
of Zeller's program spread like
would have to prove that he was
wildfire over the Internet.
not violating any laws,
"They were very cool about
The volume of traffic on his
Web site escalated exponentially, it," he said. "I took it.off then to
growing from 148 visitors Nov. avoid conflict."
College network administra10 to a peak of 17,798 Nov. 17.
Over the weekend the numbers tors could not be reached for
dropped substantially, with less comment.
than 6,000 people finding their
To date, Zeller has not been
way to the site Saturday and contacted by Apple or the
Sunday.
Recording Industry Association
Originally, Zeller's Web site of America. He is actively seekwas hosted on the Trinity net- ing to hire a lawyer, but has as yet
work. Nov. 4 he removed it to a been unsuccessful. "I'm hopeful
server he rents bandwidth from that one will materialize," he said.
With the small amount of
after someone emailed the
College asserting that Zeller's bandwidth he rented being gob*b'led"up af'a staggering rate, his
program was illegal.
According to Zeller, College site crashed once. Appealing for
see MYTUNES on page 9
officials sent him an email telling

courage to walk through those
doors and ask those questions
until the Watkinson staff put
together an exhibit of some of
their most beautiful pieces and
invited all to come take a look.
I then realized that the
Watkinson Library doesn't have
those steel doors to keep ordinary,
biblio-idiots like me away from
their collection. The place is
more like a castle with a rich
treasury to protect-hence the gate.
But as Trinity students we already
have a free pass to visit that treasury anytime we want. And the
coolest part is (if you're the least
bit interested in books of any
kind) that they actually let you
take these ancient tomes out and
play with them. No gloves, no
pressurized glass case. You can
(carefully) page through the first
edition of a Dickens down at the
Watkinson just as easily as you
can take out the 1000th printing •
from the general stacks in the
main library.
Another thing I learned after
visiting the new exhibit is that the

public area of the Watkinson
where people can view books is
only a small fraction of the actual
library, which takes up a couple
floors of the original library wing.
The Watkinson holds something like 20,000 -volumes in its
stacks! So maybe, even if you are
curious to see these great works
of art and repositories of knowledge, you don't know where to
begin. That's what this exhibit is
all about. Its got a taste of different genres, languages, time periods and media. I guarantee that
some personal interest of yours
will be piqued as you walk
around the Trumbull Room in the
Watkinson and see what this
library has to offer. Need a little
more incentive to pass through
those metal doors? Read on.
For my fellow G-studs, classics majors and history buffs:
How about a printing of Virgil's
account of the Trojan War, illus-^
trations included? You'll love the
title page of Tiresias by Tennyson
and the little portrait on the oppos e WATKINSON page 12

INSIDE
Jonathan Chesney

410 Asylum S t is an ideal site for supportive housing.
ing program, in the U.S.
Completed in 1994, The Times
Square houses 652 tenants in single occupancy apartments, half of
which are set aside for the formerly homeless and the other half
for low income tenants. Common
Ground then moved on to convert
The Prince George, another for-

mer hotel, into supportive housing, completing the project in
1999, when all 416 units were
occupied.
Supportive housing provides
affordable housing for the formerly homeless and low income
residents. The program is not a
see BUILDING on page 9

Check out the Tripod's censorship policy and new word limit
on page two.

Read about a healthy alternative
to the usual Chinese delivery
options on page eleven.

For results of a survey comparing Trinity's study habits to
other schools, turn to page six.

Find out about the attributes of
Trinity's gigantic squirrel population on page fourteen.
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Hostility Directedat Jewish Sovereignty

i

whelming majority of Israelis
reject their actions.
Most Israelis were ready to
In the last issue of the Tripod
accept then Prime Minister Ehud
Eileen Flynn reported on the critBarak's September 2000 offer to
ical reaction to an ad that juxtaevacuate 95 percent of the occuposed a smiling Israeli and a
pied territories and to give the
Palestinian suicide bomber. The
Tripod missed the main story. The Palestinians a capital in East
Jerusalem. Had Arafat not
real story is not the ad, which was
betrayed the Israeli left by startindeed clumsy and which badly
ing the Intifada, Ariel Sharon
misjudged the intelligence of its
would never have become Israel's
intended audience.
Prime Minister.
That said, the ad did raise
some relevant issues: Moslem
Yasser Arafat answered
anti-Semitism, the Arab refusal to
Barak's offer of peace with a war
recognize Israel as a legitimate
of terror that has cost Israel the
state and Palestinian support of
equivalent, in relative demoterror.
graphic terms, of 13 9/11's.
Palestinians have chosen to rally
At a recent conference of
around a corrupt leader who,
Moslem nations, the Malaysian
according to last week's edition
Prime
Minister
Mohathir
of CBS's Sixty Minutes, may have
Mohamed proclaimed that "the
diverted -- to his own private
Jews rule the world by proxy.
They get others to fight and die bank accounts — up to $800 million in foreign aid funds meant to
for them." For that he got a standassist the Palestinian economy.
ing ovation from the assembled
heads of state. The Arab media
Until Palestinian society
and Arab school textbooks are
stops its support of the intifada
full of the most vulgar and
and Arafat, it will continue to pay
vicious hate propaganda against
a heavy price.
Jews.
Reasonable people understand that the Palestinians do
According to the Nov. 10
have legitimate grievances in a
issue of the New Republic a poll
tragic conflict between two peoshowed that 75 percent of
ples over a small land that is less
Palestinians backed a recent suithan the size of Vermont. A twocide bombing of a Haifa restaustate solution-largely along the
rant — which was owned by
lines of the September 2000
Israeli Arabs and where six Arabs
Camp David plan is still the most
died alongside 11 Jews. Another
acceptable way of ending the conpoll shows that 59 percent of
flict.
Palestinians would back terror
against Israel even after the creWhat is absolutely unacceptation of a Palestinian state. All
able, however, is any questioning
too many Arabs refuse to accept
of the Jewish right to sovereignty,
Israel's right to exist in any borindependence and self-determinaders. Therefore, the ad is not
tion.
totally wrong.
Sincerely,
Of course there are Israeli
racists and Jewish extremists who
Dr. Samuel Kassow
have committed crimes against
Professor of History
Palestinians. However, the overTo the Editor:
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Spotlight on Tripod Policy ...
In recent weeks the question of the Tripod's censorship policies have come
under scrutiny once again. We, the editors of the Tripod, would like to further
explain the policies of the newspaper and hopefully put the issue to rest.
As a college newspaper the Tripod is published as a forum for student
voices. However, to maintain the integrity of the paper and to protect the students who use it as a platform for their opinions,Tripod policy states, "The Tripod
will not publish any letters or articles deemed by the editors to be an attack on
an individual's character or personality." This statement ~ that runs in the
newspaper week after week at the bottom of this page — has seemed to cause a
gray area betweeri attacks, on a student's character and attack's on his/her argument. We will now clarify on this policy.
The Tripod fully supports any submission that challenges a writer's argument or the point(s) that he/she makes to support that argument. However, the
newspaper will not publish a letter or article that makes a personal attack as the
focus of the article or uses a personal attack in an obvious effort to discount the
original submission. Slanderous remarks, assaults or slights on a writer's character will not be tolerated and will be edited at the staff's discretion. The Tripod
believes that maintaining its integrity as a journalistic publication and protecting
the repute of its writers is not a form of censorship, but rather the responsibility
of the editors.
The newspaper supports a policy that encourages students to submit articles without fear of being personally attacked. It is our mission to create a publication that benefits the community without alienating the opinions of its members. With this in mind, the Tripod staff will continue to work toward creating a
publication that encourages the student voice without the hindrance of personal
attacks.
As of Nov. 18, 2003 the Tripod will no longer accept Opinions submissions over
800 words and Letters to the Editor exceeding 200 words. In an effort to foster

Pillow Talk: Insensitive and Very Hurtful
To the Editor,

es.

SA would never say that
Once again, Pillow Talk manANYONE ever deserved to suffer
aged to make an asinine remark. • a natural disaster, not even the
To SA, it seems that the person(s)
mysterious person(s) that back
behind Pillow Talk are insensitive
Pillow Talk.
and ignorant.
In other words, publishing a
SA refers specifically to a joke in Trinity College's paper
comment about California in the that basically says "haha, you
Nov. 3 edition of the paper that
brought a series of dangerous
feebly linked the election of
wildfires upon yourselves for
Schwarzenegger as governor to
doing such and such" is stupid
the recent Southern California
when you consider it, and also
firestorm tragedy that both just plain nasty.
injured and killed civilians and
And keep the Austrian dude
firefighters, destroyed thousands
out of it.
of homes of actual people, caused
incalculable damage to wildlife
Sincerely,
preserves, and adversely affected
the air quality of millions of resiSheree Adams '04
dents, among other inconveniencCalifornian

more concise submissions and to publish more articles each week, the Tripod will
strictly enforce this policy. Under special circumstances, the editorial staff will
make certain exceptions; however, all other submissions exceeding the word limit
will be subject to editing or will not be published.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Monday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut
Ihe Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence* to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street Hartford, CI06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.cora
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 Issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-Itt-Chief
Business Office
(860) 297-2583
(860) 297-2584
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request The Tripod will not publish any letters or articles
deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 7O25S2
E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

PT finds it funny that it has the power to generate a letter to the
editor. P T notices that not much else on this campus has the
power to do this. P T supposes that it should be proud. Instead,
PT wonders if this is going to start a trend. Will people now
begin to respond angrily when AT tells about their little mishap
of a hook up? P T guesses that this could be fun. The whole
campus will now know that it was you. For those readers who
have not been satisfied with the banter of P T lately, P T advises you to CHILL OUT. P T seeks only to introduce a spark into
your life during the crisp November weather.
PT wants to know what
they are and why do they
bring all the boys to a yard.

Milkshakes

Skin gets cancelled

xx,
'

Why would anyone cancel
a show with a girl that hot?

Fall Concert

n

Why would anyone throw
a beer at Pat McGee?

iTunes/MyTunes

Anytime a Trinity kid
makes the national news,
PT is happy.
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A Chartwells Reply to Quality Concerns LYDIA
To the Editor:

In response to Andrew
Horowitz's recent letter to the
editor in The Trinity Tripod, he
reports concerns over the quality
of the food, the cost of certain
meal plans, and value offered by
Chartwells.
As Director here on the
Trinity College account, I welcome feedback from all students
about our services, and will make
every effort to address areas of
concern regarding menu offerings, quality, and value."
Our company and employees
work hard to ensure a wide variety of food and drink selections at
our three facilities, and also
engage • a student food service
committee to keep appraised of
the areas of concern regarding
offerings and quality.
Regarding the costs cited for
meal equivalency, it is noted that
the 220 meal plan not only covers

the cost of this unique and very
special program offered at Trinity
available at the Cave and Bistro,
but also includes the substantial
cost of providing the all you can
eat services of our Mather
Facility, the competitive wages
and benefits provided to all our
employees, which are significantly greater than those offered at
nearby restaurants and other similar establishments, and provides
extensive hours of service to students.
Student satisfaction with our
services is one of my utmost concerns, and I welcome meeting
with Horowitz and other students
when they have issues, suggestions, or would just like to talk.
Sincerely,
Edward Taraskewich
Director of Dining Services
Chartwells

A Disappointing End to an 8-0 Season
To the Editor,
Since my undergraduate
days, I have been an ardent supporter of Trinity's teams.
My pleasure in our football
squad's undefeated season has
been tempered, though, by what
seems to have been an unseemly
instance of* piling 'on, of poor
sportsmanship.
To gain 93 yards in a game is
a signal achievement for a running back.
Yet, Trinity's star ball carrier
gained that much ... in the second
half alone, in the season finale
against Wesleyan. This in a game
in which we were leading by 39-0

at the half.
A coach should not tell his
second and third string players
not to try their best, but in the situation that obtained in this game,
the starters should not have gotten
off the bench in the second half.
In an obvious mismatch, we
ian it up, we let individuals
Sfiftfeve 'pfersonal records at Che
expense of an overmatched opponent, at the expense of good
sportsmanship. This is contrary to
the historically admirable goals
of Trinity athletics.
Sincerely,
Gregory B arisen '74

A False Name Masks an Honest Critique

POTTER

OPINIONS

WRITER

Rudy Giuliani, former mayor
of New York City, spoke at the
Bushnell last Sunday. Thanks to
Hillel who was providing free
tickets, I went with my roommate. Giuliani described what it
takes to be a leader after Sept. 11.
He defined being a good leader as
one who has vision, courage,
optimism, and the ability to communicate. He cited former president Ronald Reagan as someone
who was a great leader. "You
always knew Reagan's position
and it never changed. He had
great vision and did not sway
from it" Giuliani said.
He also said that a leader has
to be positive and optimistic in
order to capture people and
encourage them. "How would
you like it if I came and spoke
after Sept. 11 and said, 'things are
bad, things are really, really bad.'
Nobody would support me."
However, I believe that while
a leader must be direct and firm in
his opinions, he must be flexible

cks Depth

and willing to change sides if new
information is present. One must
note that Saddam Hussein also
had a vision that he did not sway

liberal democracy. While I
understand what he meant, there
is a difference between imposing
American systems on others and

from, as did Hitler and many
other leaders we would not call
"great."
Giuliani also failed to mention the need to understand other
people and cultures. Instead, his
speech focused on the triumphs of
America and the need to spread

educating people on the true
American values which are different from the media's representation of them.
He spoke about the current
need not to negotiate with terrorists. He explained how, in the
see CAPTIVATINGLY on page 4

The Education of Machines
ALAIN LOPEZ
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Stefanie Lopez-Boy '05 was
writing an article for the Tnpod
on education and she \vas interested in hearing my response to
two questions. She said, "A study
released in eQuad said that
Trinity students are not intellectually engaged with each other
though they have great faculty
relationships. Do you think the
study is right in your experience?
What do you think is the problem
with Trinity's student culture that
promotes this kind of intellectual
vacuum?"
She captured some of my
responses for her article and suggested I send the rest directly to
the Tripod as an opinion piece.
So, here it goes. This is by no
means a set-in-stone response but
an intellectual venture into a
question and a conclusion that

line-like process that intends to
mold our minds into machines
and neglects the human aspect of
students.
This situation goes beyond

the college setting and incomeplaces begins as early as junior
high school and definitely at the
private and preparatory high
school level.
Sometimes I see the frustrations teachers have when they
attempt to have students think for
themselves. It is a challenge
because the surrounding system,
in its essence, thwarts the practice
of really being thinkers.
Education comes from the
Latin verb educare, which means
"to bring forth or to bring up."
From this stems the idea of education as a process where a person's consciousness comes forth.
So education is supposed to provide the resources that allow the
young to develop a dynamic, pro-

that person has written, but from
everything else in the publication.
If an editor will change someI was extremely disappointed
one's name to protect that person,
to read the musical theatre review
what other details will be changed
published a few weeks ago in the
to cushion either the newspaper
Tripod.
staff or the public?
Not because it was heavily
Integrity aside, it's terribly
critical of the show; I disagreed,
bad form to hide behind a fake
but everyone's entitled to an opinname.
ion.
From my experience... intellectual
If the reviews were written
I was disappointed because
fairly and were justified, stand up
engagement occurs at a minimal level
while I was commenting on the
for your writing. If you feel, howcolumn, someone pointed out to
outside of the classroom.
ever, that maybe you were too
me that the author, who had been
harsh, or some generalizations
given the byline Edward Baylor is
not a student at Trinity, and may weren't grounded in the performactive, and aware mind.
ances, then don't write that piece.
encourages continual investiganot even be a real person.
We should instill this into our
If
you're
not
comfortable
criticiztion
and
critical
thinking.
The
I sat on my frustration, howinstitutions rather than giving
overall response to my second
ever, until this mysterious non- ing your peers, don't take the
endless material to remember.
position.
question expands on what I feel
person turned up again this week
[Someone else wrote this material,
are
two
contributing
factors
and
It's
not
fair
or
ethical
to
take
to give a negative review of a
and it worked when they wrote it.
shouldn't be taken as the sole reacredit for only the good writing,
dance piece in Seabury.
We attempt to make it work now
sons.
I feel that the anonymity of an and to keep yourself hidden when
by any means necessary even
From my experience, I feel
arts reviewer isn't fair to the peo- you don't give rave reviews.
though it means going against the
the
study
is
accurate.
Intellectual
Take
pride
in
your
beliefs
or
don't
ple being reviewed or to the audineeds of today's times (needs not
engagement
occurs
at
a
minimal
give
them
to
the
community
and
ence, who have no choice but to
wants). Or we attempt to make it
level
outside
of
the
classroom.
expect
us
to
respect
them.
expect honesty and fairness from
work because we think knowing
Even inside the classroom, I feel
I
was
extremely
disheartened
a news source.
it will give us that check with six
people lack the desire to speak.
to
see
this
happen
in
the
Tripod,
a
Journalism is a method of
zeros that will get us the three
As
for
the
cause,
I'm
not
sure
newspaper
which
I
look
forward
communication where people
cars, and a big house with so
there is any one particular reason.
to reading and which often sparks
write what happens, occasionally
many rooms we lose count] We
If
anything,
various
factors
come
thought
or
conversation.
put a spin, on it, and place it out
have to ask ourselves to what
into play. Just speculating from
Am I naive to think that
into some community to be read
my experiences, the cause partial- extent the process of education
Trinity's
largest
publication
has
and discussed.
ly lies in the nature of the teach- has turned into a means of gainany kind of pride in its content
By eliminating the identity of
ing the material things television,
ing that takes place.
and its authors? To think that it
the author, any sort of integrity
companies,
and
everyone
The
atmosphere
feels
like
one
will
stand
by
its
articles?
I
hate
that the piece or the publication
involved say will make us happy.
of the constant stuffing of as
to think I have that much to learn.
that runs the piece has, is lost. If
To what extent has it stopped
much information as possible into
someone can just slap a fake
being about a process that teaches
students, testing, and regurgitaSincerely,
name onto something that they
us how to live a fulfilled life,
tion. In my opinion, this method
which includes and surpasses
may feel will offend people, it
creates
a
monotonous
assemblyErin Barclay '07
takes away not only from what
To the Editor:

17,2003

"being happy."
This wrench in the educational system and the larger society
fuels the student population. How
often do we try to do something
that makes us forget about thinking, that encourages living in a
fantasy world? I'll give you a few
examples: MTV, TNN, FOX,
PS2, GameCube and so on.
Relaxing the mind is important,
but engaging it in a way that contributes to our growth is as equally, if not more, important. The
majority of us, however, don't see
that as valid, as a part of learning.
Some schools succeed in creating an atmosphere and admitting a student body that embraces
education as a means to help us
be more in touch with this world,
this reality, to makes us ask valid
questions about both the good and
the bad, and to attempt to find
answers.
We might want to look at
these places and see what their
strategymay be. In the end, whatever we may choose to do, to
infuse, into this institution will
ask us to challenge ourselves, the
educational pattern we're accustomed to practicing, and the
minds that have become lazy over
these years.
We don't have to sit around
and wait as if we have no power
to change ourselves. Start by
being self-critical in a productive
manner. How often are we interested in knowing where humanity
lies now and where the heck it's
heading? How well informed do
we attempt to be so that we can
arise to a conviction based on as
much information as possible
NOT as little information as possible. How well informed can we
be about anything if we concentrate on news sources that exist
under the same few owners?
Where can we find other perspectives (The Internet has many
international news sources)?
How often do we try to find
answers only in textbooks instead
of pushing ourselves to dialogue
with a fellow classmate? How in
touch are we with our humanity
and the humanity around us?
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Sticks and Stones: rhe Tripod and Censorship
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
First of all, it occurs to me that most of
you will have no clue what I'm writing
about here. But if you like a good gripe,
keep reading.
You all might have wondered why
there was nothing interesting to read in the
Tripod last week, seeing as how my column wasn't run. Well, apparently, I am not
allowed to accuse my fellow writers of
occasionally producing material lacking in
intellectual substance, especially if I slip in
a few insults in the process.
Which is kind of funny, since that sort
of stuff is directed towards me all the time.
For now, let's ignore the personal
phone calls I've gotten informing me I'm a
jerk-off, and the emails saying I'm a dunce.
Let's ignore the fact I had someone
come to my door and accuse me of forming
"superficial" arguments, and then posted
that accusation all over the school.
Let's ignore the fact that, after I graciously offered to do an interview with
Ground Zero, I am referred to in said interview as the "anti-Christ," "infamous,"
"negative," "pretentious," and "ludicrous."
Let's ignore the fact that I have been
called not only a racist but, indeed, a
"defender of racism."
Instead of looking at all that, let's delve
into the depths of the Tripod archives to
review some highlight insults aimed at me
that have been run through this very paper:
April 02, 2002: Jason Gallant claims
my stance on women's issues is ignorant,
and my writing is "horrible."
Oct. 29, 2002: According to alumni
Barrett Bijur, Reed Wilmerding, and Ben
Sayles, my arguments are "simplified and
somewhat shortsighted." My "unnecessary
prose also represents a new low in the quality of [the Tripod]"
Nov. 25, 2002: Kate Adams asserts I
lack basic analytic skills and that I have
failed lo utilize my Trinity education.
March 2, 2003: Tim Freemen refers to
.«iy article s^ ."the, most uninformed piece
of writing that I have ever seen." He
asserts my writing is not only the work "of
a moron," but that it is so "ridiculous" that
its "foolishness ... is almost too great to
comprehend." My ignorance, according to

Tiny Tim, is "breathtaking."
April 22, 2003: Jim Bisbee states that I
am "dreary and despairing," and, moreover, implicates that this dreariness is
unmerited since I am the productof spoiled
privilege. My writing is also contradictory,
makes little to no sense, and is basically
undecipherable.

man after I questioned the logic behind
Connecticut law which defines consensual
yet drunken sex as rape.
And it ignores sophomore year when
Hope Roth asserted I was completely clueless when it comes to the death penalty.
Now, have I ever griped about this
before? Have I ever asked for special treat-

Sept. 22, 2003: Alex Henry asserts that
my ignorant argument is "so crowded with
error it's almost intimidating to critique."
In addition, it is "erroneous," "groundless,"
"untenable," and "absurd." Basically, he
suggests that since I am not a member of
the "affected" group at Trinity, I should
shut the fudge up.
Oct. 13, 2003: Carmen Green calls my
writing "endless banter" and asserts that
that all I do is "besmirch" people's character. I "ignore the issue" and "go straight for
the jugular," and I need to learn how to
form an argument. I lack common sense,
all I do is call people "stupid," and, what's
more, I apparently support the mass
killings .of .minorities. Gspen also bashes
my cultural heritage, referring to European
exploration as nothing more than an
attempt to further "their own selfish goals."
All of this, naturally, ignores the accusations of "rapist" I was privy to as a fresh-

ment, or for someone to hold my journalistic hand?
No. I have accepted the fact that, as a
writer for the Tripod (not to mention as an
adult), it is part of my lot to endure criticism — including, and occasionally especially, personal criticism — if I am going to
attempt to write something with substance

Captivati ngly Ignorant
continued from page 3
past, many terrorists have not been arrested, or, if they have, they have not served
proper terms for their crimes. Thus being
a terrorist, he said, is "perfect because you
probably won't get caught, and if you do
you won't have to go to jail."
He spoke about kidnappers in Bogota,
Colombia and the government that negotiates with them compared to the United
States who "does not negotiate with kidnappers." He explained that, as a result,
there are exponentially more kidnappers in
Colombia than in the United States. Thus

and the country in general.
A high school senior asked for advice
because she wants to become an educator.
Giuliani responded that she should be
proud of America and realize how lucky
she is to live here. He mentioned that, in
relation to other Middle Eastern countries
including Syria, "America has figured out
how to deal with poverty." I found this
particularly ironic, as he spoke in Hartford.
Further, he criticized other countries for
blaming their internal problems on our foreign policy or on Israel.
While certain Middle Eastern govern-

I have accepted the fact that, as a writer for the
Tripod (not to mention as an adult), it is part of my
lot to endure criticism
that is intended to challenge the prevailing
viewpoint.
Apparently, that acceptance is for me,
and me alone, to bear. It certainly isn't one
other writers should have to deal with.
Hypocrisy isn't just a nine-letter word any-

ments are corrupt and failing to meet the
needs of their people, I am sure that the
fight against poverty is not aided by the
fact that American factories operate in
these countries to exploit workers with
meager wages.
Overall, Giuliani was a great speaker
who captured the audience with his charisma, gave the audience hope and reinforced
that America is safer now that terrorism is
being addressed. Some of his answers,
however, failed to explain some of the
deeper problems surrounding terrorism, as
he simply stated the virtues of American
democracy as opposed to dictatorships in
Middle Eastern countries. The vision of
America as the world's superhero only perpetuates the public misconception that
America is somehow an innocent victim in
a world aimed at destroying us. Bolstering
American nationalism is one thing,
indulging American ignorance and arrogance is the very activity that brought us
terrorism to begin with.

— disagrees, J urge him to find a quote
from that article that explicitly calls Henry
himself (not his argument) stupid, moronic,
etc. It's called "evidence."
Okay, griping complete. End transmission.

Along me Long Walk ...
many
do you

i*tto

"About one ... I go off campus for Hillel
stuff mostly; it's bard to just get off campus
for myself because I don't bave a car.
— Andrew Horowitz oo
"At most one, on a Friday or Saturday,
tbat s it ... to run errands most of tbe
time, or to bang out or maybe go to a bar
or sometbing ... tbere's not mucb else to
do."
- Mike Trujillo '04

... he simply stated the virtues of American
democracy as opposed to dictatorships in Middle
Eastern countries.
he says that the United States has to adopt
a more stringent policy and treat them as
the criminals that they are.
After Sept. 11 Giuliani received a
donation of $10 million from an Arab sheik
who said that he would like to support
American relief efforts but that with the
donation he offered the suggestion that
America rethink some of its foreign policy.
Giuliani told the audience that the
"American foreign policy had nothing to
do with the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11."
While he seeks to appeal to Americans and
gain their support, this statement is misleading and only contributes to the notion
of American victimization. .
Even if his statement were completely
true, current American foreign policy will
have a direct relationship to any future terrorist attacks and so simply stating that foreign policy and terrorism are unrelated is
dangerous. Criticizing one's government
in terms of foreign policy does not mean
that one does not support the government

more.
And speaking of hypocrisy, let's ignore
the fact that in my first article I was
allowed to use the phrase "Masshole" but
not "Ghetto Girl;" in other words, I can
attack white people but not minorities. The
double-standards just keep on coming, eh?
But perhaps my writing really is just
that much more accusatory than everybody
else's. I mean, I don't recall ever insulting
anyone personally with accusations of
"moron," and "horrible" isn't an adjective
you'll find used in my articles to describe
other people's writing. And, defender of
racism aside, I really don't remember putting down anyone's cultural heritage.
And yet, several people — my editors,
Daddy Dearest, and, most importantly,
Carmen Green — have accused me of ad
hominem arguments.
For example, as mentioned earlier, Mr.
Green claimed that in my response to Alex
Henry all I really did was put Alex down.
Well, let's examine some of the "insults" to
which Green may be referring, with translations:
"... the idiocy of [Henry's] overly-verbose Tripod article." His article is idiotic
and overly-verbose.
"I'll grant I see Henry's point.
.Unfortunately, it's stupid." Henry's point
is stupid.
"Most important to a productive dialogue, though, is some original thinking."
Henry's thinking is unoriginal, and thus
isn't very productive to the debate. Now,
while I admittedly belittle .Henry's argument to no end, I can't seem to find a single instance where I belittle him as a person.
But if Carmen Green — or anyone else

"None, just because we eitber go elsewkere, b'ke into New York City or into
upstate New York, or just bang out on
campus.
— David Damby '07
Never. I usually 1leave or do work.
-- Eliza Keating 06

JViaybe two ... I m over 21, so to go to
jars.

Alice Barnes
' Well I like to go out to dinner sometimes, like I try to make tbat a weekend
tbing, but not for partying usually. I went
to Club Blu once." — Jennifer Katz '06
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THE MEMORYOF MEL
Austin Arts Center^Goodwin Theater
$ 10 general / $5 discounts* / Free wtthTrintty tD
Tickets go on saJe 11 /10
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TRINITY COLLEGE CONCERTCHOIR

I
CINESTUDIO
LOST IN TRANSLATION
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GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS
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21 Fri M. Basketball Trinity
Tip-Off 6:00/8:00
W. Hockey Amherst 7:45
22 Sat M. Basketball Trinity
Tip-Off 1:00/3:00
W. Hockey Conn 4:45
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Missing Paperwork Discussions Confined to Class
Paralyzes Budgets
STEFANIE LOPEZBOY

STAFF WRITER

C/ufcs May Still Appeal for Reactivation
JORGE AMARAL
NEWS WRITER
Eleven student organizations
had their budgets frozen after
allegedly failing to complete
required paperwork and contacting the Office of Student
Activities and Campus Centers
by Nov. 10.
A little over a week ago, the
OSACC posted a list of 23 student organizations on the
Trinity Exchange to announce
that the budgets for those clubs
were frozen due to a failure to
update their registration forms
on time.
According to T.J. Barber,
Assistant Director for Student
Activities and Campus Centers,
as is stipulated in the allocation
manual, "Organizations must register with OSAGC by Sept. 30 for
the fall semester, Jan. 31 with any
changes, and by the last day of
finals to be allocated a base budget for the following year."
Of the 23 listed organizations
who were in danger of becoming
inactive, the 12 that eventually
did abide by OSACC's rules
knowledge, an oversight on their
part, or some other kind of misunderstanding that prevented them
from submitting the necessary
paperwork by Sept. 30.
"I didn't know until that day
when I saw it on Exchange," stated Ben Johnson '04, president of
the Chapel Singers, about having
to submit the registration forms.
However, he also counts in
laziness as a factor, and states that
the registration forms are too
much of a hassle to fill out, asking for the name, box, and phone
number of each member in the
organization.
The situation was a'little different for Eliza Sayward '05,

However, not all the situations are that simple, and there
have been some problems.
For example, After Dark, an
all-male a cappella group, was
listed Nov. 13 as being inactive
and without a budget, although
they had submitted the necessary
forms.
"The Student Activities
Office made a mistake. I called
them ... and rectified the situation. We are an active campus

Clubs listed as inactive
by OSACC on Nov. 13:
- After Dark
- American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
- Campus Greens
- For One World
-NSBE
- Portuguese Club
- Society of Women
Engineers
- Spanish Club
- Trinity Television
- Ice Hockey
- Trinity Pipes
organization with an active budget," said After Dark president
Benjamin Sklar '04.
The Trinity Pipes is another
student a cappella group currently
listed as inactive, although there
is also some confusion.
"Apparently our situation is
some sort of weird paperwork
issue that is getting sorted out.
Our account is to be unfrozen
shortly, but I don't actually know
many details," said Meredith
Alcarese '05.
She continued, "Unfortunately,
budget has been something we've
been straggling with for a few

"... our situation is some sort of weird
paperwork issue that is getting sorted out."
- Meredith Alcarese '05, Trinity Pipes Pres.
president of the Newman Club. "I
thought I had turned in the forms,
but I guess I had forgotten one,"
she explained.
The organizations now considered inactive and without a
budget will remain that way for
the rest of the year, unless they
submit an appeal that will go
through the.Vice President of
Finance
for
the
Budget
Committee, Peter Votto "04.
Barber stated that the occurrence of student organizations
becoming inactive, although not
very common, is not necessarily
rare. "Students will come in and
start up a club on something that
interests them in their freshman
or sophomore years, lead it the
time that they're here, but then
never appoint anyone to take over
after they graduate. So, often
times, it's a vacuum of leadership
that causes it."

years because of the constant
changing of school policy and
related lack of communication
informing us of said changes ...
It's been frustrating — we even
had a problem with our entire
budget being placed into the
account for Trinity Pipes and
Drums, the bagpipe club, and
then not being reimbursed for the
school's mistake. That was at
least a year ago."
Despite the dual roles Votto
has as VP of Finance for the
Budget Committee and president
of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the organization is also listed as being inactive and having no budget. The
club is still in existence, though.
"I forgot to register with
OSACC at the beginning of the
year... We will return to being an
active group next semester," stated Votto.

A statistical study released
by the Office of Institutional
Research and Planning in the
Nov. 3 issue of the eQuad, a bimonthly newsletter, showed that
Trinity students were less than
intellectually engaged outside
the classroom.
Dr. James
Hughes, Associate Director of
IRP, commented on the results
from two surveys, "I think one of
the general messages of this survey is that our students are
engaged in the classroom and
with their professors. Where
they are distinctly different is
that they don't discuss these
ideas with their peers."

The results from these surveys, conducted by both the IRP
and the Consortium on the
Finance of Higher Education,
were compiled to produce the
data reported in the eQuad.
Director of the IRP Dr. Kent
Smith said, "We think our analysis of student engagement will
help inform the continuing discussion of the curriculum, cocurricular activities, etc. A primary purpose of all of the reports
IRP produces is to provide an
empirical reference for information discussion of issues on campus." .:
. ,.

Abi Moldover

A recent study shows discussion lacking outside of class.
The
College'
Student
Experience Questionnaire conducted in the spring of 2001 and
the Enrolled Student Survey
conducted in the spring of 2003
asked questions of students at

ment of one sort or another,"
said Hughes.
The sample groups for .both
surveys were composed of 50
percent of the student body.
Students were randomly select-

"Once you leave class, any discussion
you've had in class kind of ends."
- Vaughn Mauren '07
Trinity, Carleton, Oberlin,
Wesleyan,
Williams
and
Amherst, among others to make
up the comparison group. The
2001 survey consisted of 120
questions, "All about engage-

ed to complete the survey and
Trinity's return rate was 38 percent, slightly lower than most of
the College's peer institutions.
Questions were phrased in the
, -se&SVUDENTS on page 8

Closed Dorm Vote Contested
the building would be closed.
A student from ORL who
NEWS WRITER wished to remain anonymous
Over the past two weeks, stated that the new voting system
Resident Assistants were supwas established only in order to
posed to distribute ballots to stu- encourage students to vote. The
dents to determine whether or not
notion was that if students felt
a dorm should remain open to the their non-votes would directly
general Trinity population or
count to close the dorm and they
closed to all but residents of that
strongly wanted it opened, they
particular building. The polls
would vote.
resulted in restricted access for
The problem with this,
Anadama, Clemens, Frobb,
according to the source, is that
Jarvis, North Campus, Stowe,
many students said they were
Wiggins and Ogilby. Students
unaware of the way the voting
reacted negatively to the new way system functioned this year.
in which votes were counted and
"The really offensive part,"
the way in which voting was pub- said Greg Morin '05, an RA in
licized. There have also been
Frobb, "is that there was no indimixed feelings as to whether closcation on the ballots that failure to
ing the dorms is a good thing.
cast a vote would be treated as a
'no' vote." He also mentioned his
The Office of Residential
concern with the undemocratic
Life holds voting once a year to
way in which this voting seemed
allow students the choice of who
to go.
can gain access their buildings.
Dorms that are in different loca"I'm a double major in polititions have different needs. North
cal science and public policy and
is more accessible to students
I cannot think of a single system
drinking at the fraternities, while
where this presumption applies
others, like Stowe, are isolated
... In 1996, 49.1 percent of the
from campus and have more con- voting age population turned
tact with people from the neighout," he added, stressing the fact
borhood.
that if the United States used this
system of non-votes counting as
For some, having an open
"no," then the results of polls in
dorm is a safety issue. For others,
this country would be quite difthe issue is the damaged caused
by incidents of drunken vandal- ferent.
ism such as those that had been
Other students commented
occurring in North.
that they were not informed well
Voting this year was different
enough about the votes or the
from previous years because each
possible consequences. A student
ballot that was not filled out in Goodwin said that he and his
counted as a vote for closing the
roommate never received a ballot,
dorm. Other years, only the balthus automatically and unwittinglots that were turned in were tally voting to close their dorm.
lied. Now it is possible that if the There is also much debate over
majority of a dorm fails to vote,
the fairness of the closing of

SARAH SPIEGEL

Jarvis, where the majority of residents didn't vote at all. "It is true
that I didn't vote," said resident
Nick Hall '07. "It is true that I
threw out the ballot, but I still
want open dorms. Call it voter
apathy, but I didn't realize how
much that vote would count ... I
now realize the harsh realities of
not voting, and it hurts."
Students forced to bang on
windows to get admittance, call
ahead to friends, and take a cold
walk across campus without getting to retreat into a warm building, are frustrated. Others see the
safety issues present in having
dorms so easily accessible.
"Anything that anybody says
about North being a party dorm is
based solely on the fact that it is
between frats and the over 21
dorm," stated Scott Baumgartner
'07. Partygoers could easily stop
into North at any time. "Yes, I
think it'll be a bit annoying having to wait at the door for my
friends, but I think that, in some
ways, it's an equal tradeoff," he
said.
Another common thread running through student replies was
that, if ORL meant to close dorms
for safety, it wouldn't make much
difference.
"Students will get in whether
they have access or not, it's just a
matter of convenience now. I
mean, people from Hartford got
into the dorms last year and were
wandering the halls. And the
employees of Chinese restaurants
somehow get in to hang menus on
doors. That's scary ... people letting strangers in," said Tamara
Benoit '04, an inhabitant of
Anadama.
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Staff IMPACTS Administration
BRENDAN MCGOWAN
STAFF WRITER
The IMproved Personnel
Advisory CommiTtee, known as
IMPACT, has been in existence
for only a year, but it is already
making an impression on the professional lives of Trinity's admin1
i strati ve staff.
According to its literature,
IMPACT serves "as a liaison
between the Administration of the
College and Administrative Staff
and makes recommendations
designed to strengthen and

ence was apparently stifling at
times.
"The concern that people had
about the old group," said Scott
Reynolds, College Secretary and
IMPACT
liaison
to the
Administration at large, "was that
there were people from the
Human Resources Department
there, and they tended to dominate the meetings and so forth.
The idea was to make [IMPACT]
a more independent group."
Another major concern of
PAC members was the role their
organization would take on cam-

"We feel that we have a responsibility
to prove ourselves to the staff."
- Ann Murray, IMPACT Chairperson
improve communications, the
working environment, and the
Trinity community." IMPACT
arose from an earlier and far less
influential committee, Personal
Advisory Committee, and now
the 140 or so members of the new
organization are better able to
voice their opinions and concerns.
Robin Kelly, a secretary in
the Athletic Department, has
worked at the College since 1990.
She became a member of PAC
during the mid-90s.
According to Kelly, "[PAC's]
function was to organize and plan
events for staff. At that time, it
was under the jurisdiction of
Human Resources, and there was
always a Human Resources representative at every meeting "
(jiflu-

pus. Many came to the same conclusion as Jorge Lugo, an Office
Assistant for Campus Safety.
"In years before a lot of the
staff members thought that PAC,
the original group, were just
party-planners. They would plan
these events, like seminars and
get-togethers. No one really
took the group seriously," Lugo
said.
"The old PAC Committee
really didn't have a lot of force
behind it to make provisions, to
push provisions through the
administration,"
said Ann
Murray, Senior Accounting
Assistant and current IMPACT
chairperson.
She continued, "For some
reason, their clout kind of diminished over the years."
The advent of IMPACT was

intended to change all that, in a
real and dramatic sense. The
newly expanded advisory committee, according to the campus
monthly eQuad, convened in
Dec. 2002.
At the time, Murray exuded
optimism about the future. "The
biggest thing that we're doing is
restructuring and revising our bylaws," she said. "We feel that we
have a responsibility to prove
ourselves to the staff. The staff
wanted representation, but they
didn't just want 'party planning'
representation. Everybody is very
excited about the opportunities
we have and the changes we can
make."
Murray added in a recent
interview that IMPACT'S reach
has greatly expanded after the
transition from the PAC organization, and that it now "serves as a
go-between the staff and the
Administration."
The group's foremost priority
at the moment is gaining support
for an initiative to close the
College on Labor Day and Martin
Luther King Day. At present,
"essential personnel" - those represented by IMPACT - are
required to work these holidays in
exchange for time-and-a-half pay
and substituting another day off.
Most staff members, according to
IMPACT, would rather spend
these national holidays with
loved ones.
No IMPACT members have
made any proposals regarding
what days should be substituted
for these national holiday breaks
(i.e. Trinity Days) on the school
vrc VEVV on page .S
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Middlebury: The Financial Services Industry Summit
was held Oct. 24 at Middlebury's Kirk Center. This
summit was jointly sponsored by Middlebury and the
State of Vermont. Its focus was on issues related to
recruiting financial services businesses to the state,
which they felt would have a great impact on the state's
high unemployment rate.
Tufts: Tufts graduate William Luti, chief of the
Penatagon's office for Middle Eastern policy, was featured in an article in The Washington Post, explaining his
role in recent world events. He was influential in the
development of Iraq policy leading up to and during
the war. He is considered to be the highest profile person to ever hold the office.
Colby: Raji Sourani, a Palestinian human rights
lawyer, will not be coming to Colby as the 2003-2004
Oak Fellow lecturer. Sourani was denied entrance into
the United States when his application for a visa turned
up a red flag. The U.S. government wanted to look into
his Israeli security file, but Sourani refused to sign the
document that would allow them access.
Wesleyan; The American Association for the
Advancement of Science has elected Wesleyan professor of biology and women's studies and Fisk Professor of
natural sciences Laura Grabel as an AAAS fellow, to be
presented with a certificate honoring her work at the
annual AAAS meeting on Feb. 14, 2004. Grabel-s work
has recently focused on stem cell research, which she
hopes will lead to transplant surgeries combating neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's.
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Lincoln
Financial
Group
Lincoln Life, with headquaileis in Haitford, Conn.,
provides insurance products
to high net-woith and super
affluent individuals and small
business owneis Find out
about entiy level positions as
Ghent Services Consultants
and Claim Examiners.

INFO SESSION
WED • November 19, 200'
6:30—7:30 pm
In the CSO
Videoconference Room

Have you ever thought about leading an outdoor adventure, community service or
language program? Does the Idea of exploring one of the most beautiful parts of the
world while guiding a small group of high school students appeal to you?
Then please join representatives from Overland Adventures for a detailed and
i slide presentation about Overland'sjsumnj^r jeadership positions.

RESUME DEADLINI
Monday Dec 1,2003
•V."

INTERVIEWS
Thursday • Dec 4, 2003
For more information oi
to apply log on to
Trinity Recruiting at
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com

©INFORMATION SESSION

Abercrombie & Fitch
Interested in becoming a part of the Abercrombie&Fitch Family?

Happy Thanksgiving
from Career Services
The Career Services Office will be closing
for the Thanksgiving Break on
WEDNESDAY • November 26,2003
At 12:00 PM.
The Office will re-open on
MONDAY • December 1, 2003
at 8:30 AM
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Students Engaged With
Faculty AND Fraternities
continued from page 6
following manner: "During this academic
year, how often have you ..." The options
for answering were never, occasionally,
often, and very much. Questions that
were correlated are grouped together and
the answers were measured on a scale of
0-4.
In the scale of questions about student
relations with the faculty, Trinity students
scored a 2.4 overall versus the comparison
group, which scared a 2.2. This means that
in the range of possible responses, Trinity

Art History] Alden Gordon noted in an
article last week ["Looking Back to Look
Forward"] that there is a stigma against
intellectualism, which may or may not be
true. Regarding apathy on campus, it
might be fair to say that college has
become for some people an extended
childhood."
George Boudria '07 asked, "Isn't that
kind of the lifestyle of college though?
You do what you have to do and then you
relax."
Mike Lenihan '07 seconded that opin-

"... I think the majority of the campus is stuck in a
mindset that equates intellectual thought with
nerdiness."
- James Stevens '05
students answered that they had positive ion, "I think it's the work hard, play hard
philosophy. We bust our butt every day but
discussion and interaction with faculty
then the weekend comes and we discon"Often" or "Very Often" more than stunect."
dents in other schools in the comparison
group. Hughes commented, "If there is any
The study also found that Trinity stuproblem that Trinity students have, it isn't
dents are behind their peers at other schools
that they don't see or love their faculty
in terms of cultural awareness. On the art,
here."
music and theater scale, Trinity students
scored a 2.3 overall whereas our peer instiIn fact, faculty/student interaction is
tutions scored a 2.6. This means that
Trinity's strongest point. The survey
Trinity students are less likely to attend or
reported lhat Trinity students also write
discuss a theater performance with peers,
more major papers and make more presenattend a cultural/social event, or participate
tations in class. Compared to the peer
in a theater activity, for example.
group which scored a 1.9 (closer to the
"Never" or "Occasionally" range), Trinity
Vaughn Mauren '07 observed the same
scored a 2.3.
intellectual vacuum. "Once you leave
class, any discussion you've had in class
The surveys also found that avid
kind of ends."
engagement in Trinity classrooms stays in
the classrooms. In questions asking stuGene Hsu '04 said, "I feel intellectualdents whether they "discussed ideas with
ly engaged. It depends on the company
other students" Trinity scored a 2.9 while you keep."
.•-. » AecoitHnfi to the study,: intellectual
c:a(cs students at those institutions discuss
engagement between peers was a predictor
ideas "Very Often." In contrast, Trinity
for students who report better critical thinkstudents participated in class discussions
ing skills. The study also found that intelslightly more frequently.
lectual engagement increases by academic
"I think there's a small, very active year. On the scale of questions asking
part of this campus that engages intellecabout student interaction freshmen scored a
tually with each other. However, I think 2.9 while seniors scored a 3.3. Natalee
the majority of the campus is stuck in a Elhart '07 had already taken note of the gap
mindset that equates intellectual thought
and said, "There aren't the kinds of converwith nerdiness," James Stevens '05
sations between students that I expected on
reflected.
a college campus."
When comparing time budgets, the surAs a senior, Alain Lopez feels the same
veys found that Trinity students spend four
and stated, "From my experience, I feel the
fewer hours doing homework per week,
study is accurate. Intellectual engagement
two more hours partying, three more hours
occurs at a minimal level outside of the
watching television and two more hours on
classroom."
Greek activities than students at peer instiAs for encouraging an intellectual
tutions.
atmosphere outside the classroom,
With respect to these results, Hughes
Hughes suggested, "If these things are
said, "The majority of Trinity students are
malleable and we can figure out some way
the same as our peer institutions. It is just
to increase faculty interaction, that would
that the extremes are pulling things up or
seem the surest way to increase intellectudown."
al engagement. However, since we are so
Responses to these results varied
good at that already it seems that some
among students. Brendan McGowan '06
students take advantage of that, and some
said, "It is interesting that Professor [of
don't."

New Group Represents
Staff to Administration
continued from page 7
schedule for classes.
"Instead of having someone from
Human Resources there to be 'part of the
group' (I don't know what their official status was on the old PAC) [we could]
empower the officers of this group and
change the role of the administration,"
Reynolds said.
He added that working in the
President's Office as Secretary of the
College while serving as IMPACT liaison
is certainly advantageous. "My job, as I
understand it," he said, "is to be a
resource for this group - to answer questions they have or help them in any way
they want."

Reynolds referred to one example of
the newly dynamic relationship between
IMPACT and the Trinity brass. When the
private presidential search firm recently
visited the College "to talk to various campus groups," he said, "I was able to make
sure that IMPACT got a slot and got an
opportunity to talk to the search group and
express what they think is important as far
as our new president is concerned."
Newly independent, IMPACT is poised
to push for some real change. The group
has established a comprehensive Web site
on the Trinity Exchange server for new
employees and will remain in contact with
the President's Office during this time of
internal transition.

Save Our Neighborhoods
State and city authorities sent police into the streets with
432 warrants looking for some of the state's most wanted on
Tuesday, Nov. 11. More than 200 state troopers, 100 Hartford
Police officers and officers from such organizations as the federal Drug Enforcement Agency and the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms were involved in the operation. The
Hartford Police Department alone has about 8,000 outstanding
arrest warrants. The bust began at 4 a.m. at the command center at Brainard Airport. As of Wednesday, 90 people had been
apprehended.

First Years View and Discuss
The Laramie Project
First year students participated in a viewing and discussion
of the film The Laramie Project Sunday, Nov. 16. All first
years were required to attend as part of the First Year Program.

Clemens Parking Lot Closed
for Sewer Replacement
The Clemens Parking lot, located at the corner of New
Britain Ave. and Crescent St. will be closed for the rest of the
semester for sewer replacement for the Clemens Dormitory.
Parking is available in the gravel lot located behind Anadama.
Parking regulations will be strictly enforced, and students that
have accumulated five or more parking tickets will receive
notice that their parking privileges could be rescinded.

TCAC Receives Award
TCAC recently attended the annual National Association of
Campus Activities conference in Hartford, where they won the
award for "Most Original Article of Clothing" for the Spring
Weekend 2003 "got stress?" tee-shirts. The NACA conference gives students who are involved in campus programming
the opportunity to network with one another, attend educational sessions, and preview entertainment that is available to the
college market. The conference is a time for students to
recharge and gather new ideas from other campuses and the
educational sessions they attend.

Clean Cars Forum
Tuesday, Nov. 11 in Mather Terrace Room B State Senator
Aniskovich and State Senator Murphy as well as Trinity
Professors and a health professional hosted a forum on clean
cars.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Nov. 1 and Nov. 9:
• On a routine patrol TCCS discovered lhat four vehicles
had been vandalized on the north side of Allen PI.
• An unattended book bag was stolen from the library.
• Two Trinity students were cited for assault.
• A student reported an attempted burglary inside a residence hall. Entry is believed to have occurred through an open
window.
• A student was held liable for damage to another vehicle
in a hit and run accident on Crescent Street.
• A student reported a wallet, sweatshirt and Trinity identification card stolen from a cubby-hole in the Ferris Athletic
Center fitness room.
• A juvenile was placed under anest for Criminal Trespass,
Violation ol Curfew and possession of a paint ball gun on campus. The Hartford Police are continuing to investigate the suspect for unrelated vandalism acts on Broad St.
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Building Renovation Meets Resistance from Perez
continued from page 1
series of shelters. For most of
The Time Square tenants rent is
30 percent of their income, with
the upper income limit set at
$25,000 for an individual. A few
units are reserved for those making between this figure and
$30,000.
Haggerty told the Tripod,
"What makes supportive housing
work are the same ingredients
that make any residential environment in a downtown region
work." She stated that there are
four principles: good design,
appropriate services, a mix of tenants and very good on-site management.
Common Ground's programs
have commercial space on the
ground floor, which the organization takes the responsibility of
filling.
Through
the
"Partnershops" program with Ben
& Jerry's, Common Ground is
able to not only bring in a commercial venture, but to also provide employment opportunities
for the residents of the buildings.
Ben & Jerry's opens a shop on the
ground floor of the buildings, and
commits to a certain percentage
of employees being residents of
the building. The entrance of
these shops encourages other
businesses to open in the area,
some of whom also commit to
employ supportive housing residents, contributing to the general
improvement of the neighborhood.

tions in Hartford that wanted to
see more housing as opposed to
shelters."
Common Ground was "quite
struck by the level of need and the
interest to try different approaches."
Haggerty told the Tripod, "If
we were going to expand anywhere, Hartford would be the
place."
Hartford's homeless situation
differs from that of New York
City in some key ways. In New
York, no one can be turned away
from a shelter, while in Hartford,
according to Haggerty, around 81
percent of those who presented
themselves were turned away.
Over 37,000 people in New York
City are in shelters, and more on
the street, and 15,917 total homeless are in the state of
Connecticut, according to the
Connecticut Coalition to End
Homelessness. The demographics of the homeless population are
an important similarity between
NYC and Conn., according to
Haggerty.
Common Ground considered
the expansion for a few years, and
then a year ago began looking for
a building to renovate in
Hartford.
It did not initially consider
410 Asylum St., though it was an
ideal location and building for
their purposes, since it was
embroiled in a legal battle over
the wishes of its then owners,
Milton and Betty Hollander, and
After coming to Hartford in
the wishes of the city.
Nov. 2000 she began receiving
The building is listed on the
phone calls from residents of the National Register of Historic
city about Common Ground.
Places, and city leaders fought the
Haggerty said, "It became clear
Hollanders' plan to raze the buildthat there were so many organizaing and build a parking lot.

State Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal filed a lawsuit against the Hollanders, the
trial for which was scheduled for
November of this year.
According to Haggerty the
Hollanders
learned
about
Common Ground's interest in the
building, and donated it to the
organization. This has moved the
burden of the battle over the
building from the Hollanders to
Common Ground.
Haggerty sees her group's
effort as in step with the work of
Hartford Mayor Eddie A. Perez in
revitalizing the downtown area of
the city.
The renovation and use of
410 Asylum St. will achieve multiple purposes, such as "getting a
long dormant building completely restored, open, well-managed,
with ground floor commercial
space and an active residential
community,"
according to
Haggerty.
She says that not only will
this building house Hartford's
homeless, but it will also "help to
support development of projects
like Adrian's Landing" by providing a home for its work force.
. She also points out that this building can be utilized by artists, who
she says are historically part of
the revitalization of cities, but are
also historically overlooked. The
upper income limit for residents
of 410 Asylum St. would be
$28,000.
Perez, on the other hand, does
not seem as enthusiastic. His
chief of staff, Matt Hennessy,
asked in the Hartford Courant
what it says about the city that
"the flagship of your downtown
revitalization [is] going to be sup-.

portive housing."
Perez has expressed interest
in the idea of bringing supportive
housing to Hartford, but does not
want it located at 410 Asylum St.
Perez hoped to convert the building into apartments for higherincome residents, in an attempt to
rejuvenate the downtown area.
Some developers expressed interest in this sort of conversion
before the Hollanders gave the
building to Common Ground.
Haggerty, however, sees the
location as "an extraordinary
opportunity."
Since the building was donated, it "eliminates a huge portion
of the development budget." The
building is well located, with
views of the Capitol and within
the walking distance of a strip of
bars and restaurants. The organization will also enjoy a historic

rehabilitation tax credit if it is
able to renovate 410 Asylum St.
The building has key characteristics that Haggerty says are necessary to the success of a supportive
housing program, like "access to
transportation and commercial
establishments."
The program would be operational in two years, at the earliest.
One year is needed to get bids in
for the work and raise the funds to
renovate, and at least one more
for the actual renovation.
Haggerty says that Common
Ground is "very optimistic" about
its efforts in Hartford. She hopes
that Perez will be willing to learn
more and possibly be swayed
now that the election is over.
Haggerty said, "We're just at
the beginning of this process of
introducing the idea and winning
support for it."

MyTunes Launched

have been varied and passionate.
continued from page 1
donations of bandwidth, he was He has received a flood of emails.
offered a substantial amount by a Those who send him thankful
random individual, allowing the notes are typically PC users,
site to stay active. "It's not cost- while those with negative reactions are generally Mac users,
ing me anything additional right
Zeller explained.
now."
He has also written an
One email Zeller received,
upgrade to the original version of
laced with expletives, read, "I
MyTunes that solved several con- hope to god you will be sewed
figuration problems.
[sic]. You should go to jail and
His Web site makes numer- never use another computer again
... I would like to be reasonable,
ous references to Internet music
piracy. "If you plan on stealing but I hate all Windows users ... I
music, do not download this soft- don't even know you* and I
ware. If you plan on infringing HATE you already."
upon copyrights, do not downHowever, Zeller noted that he
load this software," he cautions
has received numerous emails
visitors. He also provides a link to from Mac users asking him to
the RIAA's anti-piracy Web site.
write a Mac version of his program.
Reactions to Zeller's program

M

Did You Know?

Trinity Students Make
Healthy Choices

Did You Know Mather
Dining Hall does not use
butter in their meal preparation? Instead, they use an
olive oil/canola oil blend or
margarine which are very
healthful fats!
For More Info: Contact TCHC

Trinity College
Health Center

(860)297-2018
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Friday: 8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Saturday: Noon - 4:00 P.M.
Sunday: Closed

Most Trinity Women Drink 4 or
Fewer Drinks per Week.
SOURCE: 2003 COEHE,Enrolled Student Survey

After Hours:
Visit the Self-Care Guide on out -website:
www.triDcoll.edu/depts/healthcentef
or
Call X 2222 For the Nurse Practitioner on call

KICK

corr

HOUSE

@THE 5ISTRO
Featuring:

Joseph Wah

5

"SomeWeird
~ .11:30 p.m.
••••-••...; r r i d a y , N o v . 2 1 , 2 0 0 3

$3 cover cnarge = 1 free beverage
5ring Casli, All Ages Welcome
BringID
rundraiser for Women's Soccer
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Chtoese
ABBY SAMOLIS
RESTAURANT REVIEWER
I generally try to avoid
restaurants located in strip malls.
There's something about the fluorescent lights and the adjacency
to huge grocery stores that does-

Boston. In fact, the only reason I
tried it was because it was closer
to campus
than
another
Vietnamese restaurant in the area.
Inside, fluorescent lighting
imposes a cafeteria-like ambience
to the small space. Red booths
line the walls, a few square tables

Qualify (of 5J:
Damage:
n't quite create an intimate or
pleasant ambience. However,
sometimes these strip malls conceal small jewels of ethnic cuisine.
While I can't say that Pho
Boston, part of a strip mall on
New Britain Ave. is quite a
"jewel" yet, it certainly surpasses
the typical stereotype of greasy
chain-restaurant fare. Though its
location is
>.W gf^ZH^&St rather undesirable, the
food
is
fresh, different, and
worth the
sacrifice of a cozy ambience.
Wedged between Radio
Shack and the Salvation Army
store, it's quite easy to drive
down
g ^
sand times and never notice

cluster the center of the room, and
two large round tables occupy the
back end of the restaurant.
I'd recommend going with a
group and snagging a larger
round table. A lazy susan in the
table's center holds various bottles of sauces to add some pizzazz
to your meal. There's a hot chili
sauce, a sweet hoisin sauce, and a
few other flavored oils and spices
so that each person can regulate
the spiciness of his dish.
You'll need all these sauces to
add some spice to the two types
of bland spring roll appetizers.
While these spring rolls are certainly fresh and lack the greasy
heaviness of the deep-fried
Chinese version, they lack any
notable taste. The tolls themselves,.unseasoned wbnton wrap-

apparently no seasoning. Luckily,
these are served with peanut
sauce, which can be further
enhanced by spinning the lazy
susan and adding a few shots of
chili sauce.
However, appetizers comprise only a tiny portion of the
otherwise extensive menu.
Entrees range from various types
of noodle soups, seafood, beef,
chicken, and vegetarian dishes.
The traditional pho, from which
the restaurant takes its name, is a
steaming large bowl of either beef
or chicken in broth with vermicelli noodles, flavored with cilantro
and scallions. Its accompaniments, bean sprouts, chili, and
lime, kick up the soup by adding
both spice and tang. Its ample
size fulfills even a dinner
appetite. At just $6, it's definitely
a great bargain as well.
More substantial entrees are
also fulfilling, though also rather
bland. This is why the lazy susan
is essential; just a few splashes of
various sauces enhance the traditional dishes well. The chicken
saiite'ed with curry actually seems
to lack not only curry flavor but
any real spiciness; it was tasty,
though, with the addition of some
hot sauce and chili oil. Pho
Boston also makes a pad Thai,
which is not traditionally
Vietnamese; this might explain
I, thjs .usually.

vored sauces to bring out the
underlying hints of spice in the
noodles. The same rule applies to
vegetarian dishes. Tofu provides
the main source of protein in these
dishes, yet it lacks adequate flavor.
As long as you' re willing to experiment with the various sauces, it's
still worth a trip out here.
An advantage to choosing
Pho Boston over a traditional
Chinese place is the fresh, light
quality of the food. While most
Chinese take-out chicken and
vegetable dishes are laden with
heavy sauces and result in a feeling of being overstuffed, the dishes here opt for steamed over fried,
light over heavy. Even with the
side of rice, it seems that the
meals here are more balanced and
healthy than those that emerge

time around and stuck with Diet
Coke, others expressed surprised
satisfaction with the fizzy, exotic
drinks. Additionally, Vietnamese
coffee flavored
with condensed
milk adds a richness that makes it .
a good substitute
for dessert.
I am certainly
not hailing Pho
Boston as the new ethnic jewel of
Hartford. They have a far way to
go in terms of food and service.
However, it does offer a nice
change of pace from typical
Chinese food, which is the most
comparable alternative. Though
the food here is rather bland, it is
fresher and far less greasy than
the fried dumplings or General

An advantage to choosing Pho
Boston over a traditional Chinese place
is the fresh, light quality of the food.
from New View or Happy
Holiday. In addition, Pho Boston
offers some more authentic and
distinct fare.
The most fun section of the
menu is the beverage page, which
includes such distinct choices of
traditional Vietnamese-inspired
drinks suqh as salty plum soda or
,soy bean drinks, While 1 was
actually less advenhrfous this

Tso's chicken that frequents
Chinese menus. The prices also
rival those of the cheapest
Chinese places, as most entrees
are under $10.
While they don't deliver, they
do have carry-out, though eating
in the restaurant offers the opportunity to try all the fun sauces. It's
definitely a healthy, filling meal
for the price.

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
2

Favorite Trinity
TV Shows

10. SpongeBob SquarePants. A little drug-free
trip, if you will.
9. Playmakers. One way of making up for
going to a Division III school.

Greeks, Cultural Houses Work Toward an Integrated Campus
JONATHAN CHESNEY
PHOTO EDITOR
After
the
school-wide
Dialogue Day back in September,
many students were left wondering, "What's next and what can
be done so that this day wasn't
just empty talk?"
A few of those students, independent of

8. Punk'd. Girls love Ashton Kutcher, guys love
the fact that he landed Demi Moore.
7. True Life on MTV. Because watching True
Life: I Have a Friend with Benefits is more
interesting than our own friends with benefits.
6. Syndicated Dawson's Creek. The best part of
waking up.
5. Trading Spaces. There's a sick kind of glee
whenever friendships are terminated as a
result of a horrendous decorating job.
4. Sex in the City. We all hope to be as active
as Samantha when we're her age.
3. Nip/Tuck. Hopefully some girls will reconsider after seeing the heroin breast implants.
2. Rich Girls. A nostalgic walk down memory
lane for the Trinity female.
1. The OC. The very best way to live vicariously
through hot, rich fictional characters.

to answer this question. They
asked themselves what could be
done in order to create a better
atmosphere for the students of
Trinity. They decided that one
idea might be to encourage different social groups at Trinity to
become more knowledgeable
about and, ideally, more involved
with each other.
They brainstormed, recruited
more help and planned an organizational co-sponsorship retreat.
The organizer/
facilitators,
Shikha Gulati '04, Warren Wong
'04, Anne Kim '07, Giorelly
Prado '04, Priya Kalyan-Masih
'05, Sheree Adams '04, Francisco
Marambio-Navarro '04, Wildaliz
Bermudez '04, Nilsson Holguin
'05, and Julie Piedrahita '06, sent
invitations asking for two delegates from every cultural and
greek organization on campus as
well as the International Students

Association (ISA), which is not
technically a cultural house, and
to the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
which is not currently recognized.
They also secured sponsorship
from the offices of Student
Services and the Dean of
Students,
The delegates and facilitators
gathered for breakfast at the
Ogilby dormitory on Saturday,
Nov. 8. Kappa Kappa Gamma,
the Asian American Students
Association (AASA), Hillel,
Alpha Delta Phi (AD), Imani, Ivy
Society, International Students
Association, La Voz Latina
(LVL), Cleo Literary Society, Pi
Kappa Alpha (Pike), and St.
Anthony's Hall all sent delegates.
They proceeded to the AASA
house for introductions and icebreaker activities.
Brad Feld '04, President of
AD, expressed "hope that involv-

matched with one or two of the
other groups and met to generate
ideas for some tentative co-sponsored plans.
Ideas for events ranged from
a members-only dinner between
Kappa, AASA, and Imani, to an
open party sponsored by the Hall,
Cleo, and ISA, to a campus community service event organized
by Ivy, Pike, LVL, AD, and
Hillel. This was just to get things
rolling, though; any group could
potentially co-sponsor an event
with any other group or any number of groups, open to the campus
as a whole or for the sole purpose
of fostering interaction between
the group's members.
"The representatives were all
really determined and there are
plans for future cooperation that
will definitely take place," said
ISA delegates, Eszter Farkas and
Niki Koves.

"Involving Greek organizations with
multicultural houses would reduce
stereotyping."
- Brad Feld '04
ing Greek organizations with
multicultural houses would
reduce stereotyping."
Everybody had lunch and
then moved to the Hillel house for
the rest of the retreat. There the
delegates and facilitators had a
discussion and brainstorming session to come up with activities
and events that could be co-sponsored by different groups. The
delegates were then randomly

Many ideas were put on the
table to bring about a better
appreciation between the different groups at Trinity. The organizations' representatives want to
bring students together to foster
better relationships among the
different groups - the idea being
that students who hang out
together, even from diverse backgrounds, can't help but start to
see RESPONDING on page 12
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Watkinson Exhibit a Treasure Trove For All Majors
an account of the battle of Little
Round Top, written by a Trinity
alum! Oh, and you know that
paper you just had to write on the
writings of Frederick Douglass?
Now that your copy is all marked
up, come see a first edition of his
autobiography. I could go on
and on about Beecher Stowe's
Uncle Tom's Cabin (first edition)
The Watkinson Library is more likea
and John Brown's accounts, but
why don't you just come on
castle with a rich treasury to protect down and see for yourself?
hence the gate.
For those of you with a
sense of humor, you'll want to
es. And, what great print would
the 1400s and the craftsmanship check out a 1555 illustration of
be complete without a monster these pieces display. And just so an army storming the enemy
castle — with snowballs. Also
devouring a king? Also be sure to you know that attention to detail
note
the early automobile ad that
check out Burto's 19th century
didn't die with feudalism, there's
shows a man driving into a pond
account of the pilgrimage to
also a fabulous hand-crafted popwhile trying to impress his girl
Medina and Mecca, and the up book from 2001 entitled Ode
extraordinary illuminated manuto a Grand Staircase (For Four with the new toy, and an old edition of Vanity Fair. And, my perscript of The Song of Songs Hands). If for nothing else, you
sonal
favorite, The Gentleman's
Which is Solomon's.
must visit the Watkinson to see
International studies majors;
the wildlife illustrations. You'll Hand-book of Etiquette and
Guide to Polite Society. I think
Really, I think this piece is for marvel at the control of color and
frats should start having quizzes
everyone. Brush up on youx the realism captured in these dison that one.
geography by viewing a resplen- plays.
dent hand-painted world map
English majors, O English
American studies majors and
from the 1500's by Gerhard
majors:
start drooling. If you go
American Historians: Read an
Mercator. Not only are the mardown to the Watkinson you'll
original account of burial-detail
gin illustrations of foreign beasts
see original Dickens with illusafter the battle of Gettysburg or
continued from page 1
site page.
Religion
majors
or
Action/Adventure types: You'l]
find an awesome 15th-century
illustration of the apocalypse,
with the scales of justice swinging behind four thundering hors-

and influential thinkers beautiful,
the map's detail of Europe and
inaccurate depiction of the
Americas is a testament to how
our world view really has
changed.
Studio artists: You'll love the
display of cameo bindings from

Around Trinity
Going along with all the sex talk that's been
splashed across the pages of the Tripod in
recent weeks, At would just like to throw in
AT's two cents. Sex is goocjy obviously. But AT
waking up on a Saturday morning to the
sounds of sex in the next room? Not so good.
So if you can figure out who you are, keep it

trations of Oliver Twist. The
Works of Geoffrey Chaucer on
display has gorgeous woodblock
print illustrations and border
embellishments, and the Middle
English type (sans translation) is
gorgeous. This book has turned
heads nation-wide. Oh, and did
I mention that they've got three
originals from the Hogarth
Press,
including
Virginia
Woolfe's The Years with cover
illustration by Virginia's sister,
Vanessa Bell?
For Russian culture buffs and
anyone else who likes Professor
Kassow: The Watkinson has an
entire endowment for and collection of Russian books and manuscripts. On display in this exhibit

architecture for those minors, and
original George Catlin works for
the art history majors. There is an
entire case devoted to Native
American works, and a collection
of beautiful hand-painted sheet
music on display.
I've only been able to touch
on half
of the!
things*
packed
into this
medi u m sized
Watkinson display. The books
are interesting, exciting, and gorgeous, and there really is something for everyone to enjoy.

The books are interesting, exciting,
and gorgeous, and there really is something for everyone to enjoy.
are two Tsarist Russian posters
and autographed 1918 letters
from empress Alexandra - just to
name a few.
There's an entire case on

But you don't have to take
my word for it! Visit the
Watkinson Library. Enter the castle. Be amazed. (P.S., it's always
free.)

RESPONDING TO DIALOGUE DAY
continued from page 11
understand, empathize with, and
hopefully enjoy each other.
The day ended with a discussion on how to maintain the
momentum the delegates had created with these ideas and planning for future meetings to keep
people motivated to work

towards the goal of a more fully
integrated campus community.
"Everyone here expressed
genuine interest and concern, you
could feel it. Something big is
going to happen," said an LVL
delegate.
"The retreat is a huge step
toward creating respect and inter-

action between cultural organizations and greek societies;" said
Pike representative Will Hines
'05.
An AASA delegate added
that "this will hopefully bring
about a positive change with the
Trinity community on the
whole."

down in there!

Late Night Homework.
For their Drink and D i s " o r d e r d a s S / a n u m b e r
of students have been assigned to keep a journal of their drinking behavior over the next
couple of weeks. (Writing m the journal when
drunk is optional.) As a result, the following
question has been he Qrd a r o u n d , a t e n | h t :
Are you putting this i n y o u r j o u m a l ? " See,
students really do talk a b o u t a c a d e m jcs on the
weekends.
Portable Quarters, Cont.

AT spied an interesting ornament ° nt h e
Broad St. side of the library this weekend: a
bottle of Dubra Vodka, apparently thrown at
the innocent library after a lost game of
Quarters, played on the portable table mentioned in a previous AT. The bottle got stuck
on the library wall and will now forever be a
reminder to the loser that in this particular
game; he just couldn't cut it.

vffiamtm

Short Term Memory L o s s

AT watched on Saturday night as a male met a
girl, chatted with someone else for five minutes, and then re-intrOdUCed himself to the
same person. After b e i n g told that he had just
met her, he said, "What, you don't want to
meet me again?" Ye a h ... that's embarrassing.
What You Get for Having Loud Morning Sex.

By no fault of AT's, it W a s impossible not to
hear the details of the episode mentioned in
the intro. After a good ten minutes of passionate noises, it suddenly became quiet, fol-

u
T KY t h €S T d ° f a 9 irl ' s v«o k e ^ying:
What happened to y ,
must not
Ou

have been fully awake .

babe?

He

www.tnnitytripod.com/scholarships
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the mag\c 8 Ball
AQJJAftJUS
- Pee-ftxJAfty 18

Ceo
Oui_y 23 - A U G U S T 22

You're just a stand-up guy or girL, Leo.
You have a Very progressive personality.
You're loyal and comfortable in your
Aquarius. You're great at pLanning and
shoes, and that's why you usually just
others haste commented on your somestick with your good 'ol buddy beer, who
times spooky ability to predict future
trends, 6 0fara drink try a concoction of has been there for you through thick and
your own making, others Will MLoW your thin. ^ccasionaLLy you'll switch it up and
get a good six pack, but usually you're hapexample, and this time the trend Will be
your own creation. The Aquarian Alcoholic piest with a thirty-pack of Coors Light at
your side.
Will be in every bartending book soon.

Pcsces
- MAft.cn 20

This week Psi Upsilon Fraternity has been nominated for running their annual Red Cross Blood Drive. The Drive held in
October was a huge success. Community Service Co-Chairs Keith
Clark '05 and James Hicks '05 were in charge of organizing the
blood drive. They began by advertising the drive to students with
posters, flyers and mailbox stuffing. Two weeks before the drive
they began tabling outside Mather to sign up students to donate.
After making reminder phone calls the brothers also staffed the
blood drive. Sixty-one of the 99 who signed up showed up to
donate blood. There were 48 usable donors and 150 units of blood
were taken. Some of the standout volunteers were Cliff Schroff '06,
Pat Cahill '06, Will Strong '06, Tripp Kyle '06 and Richard Howe
'06 The Red Cross was extremely pleased with the results of the
blood drive. I would like to thank Psi U for the hard work put into
planning and running the blood drive.
- Julia Ewart '04

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 22

a sensitive one, who feels everyYou're a nervous person in general and
thing, including your alcohol. Very deeply.
need to be carefuL to pick a drink that
This means that you need to Watch your
Won't put you too on edge. A glass of milk
intake. so liquor isn't the Way to go for you.
With l^ahlua orfoaiYey'swiLL put you right
The tvjagic 8 E>aLL suggests a nice bottle
at ease, just Like warm milk did when you
of red Wine. It's a drink for the artistically
Were a Little kid. And it doesn't taste aLcominded, which you are. and you Went drink
hoLic, so you Won't be preoccupied Wonderit too quickly, because you're one to saVor ing how drunk you're getting. Truth is. you
the taste (and the price).
Won't get Very drunk, but it's so yummyl

2i-APftJ(_13
You're spirited, brave and competitive, so
what better drink for you, Aries, than Jose
Cuervo"? Drinking this stuff Will prove to
others that you really are fearless. Evan
more impressively, you could pass on the
salt and the Lime — "training wheels," you
tnem-You'r* a big boy now. Aries, and
you're going to show everyone thai you
can drink like one.

S E P T E M B E R . 23 - O C T O & E R . 22

If ever there Were a social butterfLy, it's
you, Libra. You Like to show off your poise
and good manners, and you prefer to maintain this image with your choice of drink.
That's why your perfect drink is a Vodka
tonic with Lime. Just Like you, it's
straightforward^ and not too intimidating.
This is a grown up drink, for a Very mature
zodiac sign.

TAUP.US
A P A J L 20 - M A V 20

You Love to feel sexy and classy, so your
drink of choice is obviously a martini. There
are thousands of Varieties, so you'll never
get bored. A martini-drinker exudes sophistication, but this drink also tells others
that you're fun, and that you have the extra
cash to pay eight bucks per drink. And
best of a l l you just Look £>O hot holding
that glass.

OCTOG-EA. 23 - NoVEM&Eft. 21
You need a drink, iicorp, that reflects
your turbulent emotions and the sense of
mystery that surrounds you. A Dark and
•6tormy — dark Jamaican rum mixed with
ginger beer — is pretty much an alcoholic
Version of you, and it has mystery too,
because few peopLs know what a Park and
6tormy is. E>ut be prepared for rough seas
ahead — this drink is intense.

SAGfTTAPJUS

First Year Students! What will
your sophomore year be like?
We invite you to consider the TUTORIAL COLLEGE,
a unique program open to sophomores only. As a
Tutorial student, you'll live and learn in Summit East,
where you'll explore great ideas in small seminars,
pursue a year-long independent project, work closely
with professors, and join with others in field trips, labs,
workshops, and other special learning opportunities.
Tutorial gives you 2.5 credits each semester, allowing
you to take five other courses during your sophomore
year. As Anne-Louise Marquis ('06) says, Tutorial
offers "education without borders." If you're ready for
that, visit our website:
www.trincoll.edu/prog/tutorco)
or contact Sylvia.DeMore, Administrative Director, 297
2152. Sylvia.DeMoreCg),trincoll.edu :

EARLY DECISION APPLICATION
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1

M A V 2 1 - O U N E 20

Among other things, you're clever and personable. You want a drink that Won't dumb
you down when you're making intelligent
conversation. Cjoing out on a Limb, the 8
&all is going to say that you'd be best off
With a glass of straight liquor on the
rocks that you can take small sips of
while you nod thoughtfully. Scotch, perhaps. Scotch seems smart, rightp

NOVGMCEP. 22 - DeCEMCEft. 21
You don't like to settle. Sagittarius. A
Wanderer at heart, your ideal drink is. the
drink of a wanderer, whisksy. E>ut not just
whisky — a flask of whiskey. That way,
wherever you may Wander, you'LL have your
trusty flask at your side t o keep you company. Perhaps you could get it inscribed
With something Like, "The W\agic 8 E?all is
wicked cool" Or, you know, whatever.

CAPOJCOAJvJ
O U W E 21 - O u c y 22

You're emotional and have a hard time
coming out of your shellThere's no better
Way to cure that than with that crazy concoction called Jungle Juice. A couple of
cups and you'll be out of that sheLl in no
time. It'll feel good to bust Loose for a
night, dance Like an idiot, and meet some
neW people. You Won't remember them
tomorrow, but they'LL remember you. '

One Word to describe you, Cappy-. Doer.
when you reaLLy want to accomplish
something, you're aLl business. The same
holds true when you're trying t o accomplish drunkenness. That's why you stick to
shots. You live by the rule, the harder the
better. r\o kamikazes or Lemon drop shots
for y^u. You take anything straight up, and
you do it With your game face on;

;
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Ruminations on the Atmosphere's Latest Boring
Squirrels at Trinity
JOSHUA CERRETTI

ARTS WRITER

GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
Sitting out on the final warm
days before the winter, one can't
help but notice the rather explosive squirrel population. Walk
anywhere on campus and there
are no less than five squirrels living in every tree. Stroll past the
concrete quad that constitutes the

would have to release him back
into the wild. I know though,
deep in my heart, that if I set him
free Squirrelly would come back
to me. Squirrelly loves me.
However, I have had my
share of terrible experiences with
squirrels. In fact, one of the most
traumatic experiences of my life
involved squirrels, f was only
about 10-years old. I lived near

www.scarysquirrel.org

Doesn't this seductive lounging squirrel look cute to you?
separation between Jackson,
Wheaton, and Funston, and you'll
feel like you have to watch your
step to avoid tripping on a squirrel. The bottom line, if it's not
obvious yet, is that squirrels are
everywhere. If all humans were
to suddenly die from some terrible strain of pox, mumps, whooping cough, or any of those other
now passe deadly diseases, the
squirrels would inherit Trinity
campus.
Luckily however, squirrels

my elementary school, so I
always walked home everyday. I
was journeying home alone, just
listening to Dookie by Green Day
on my walkman. I was minding
my own business. That's when I
stopped to notice three squirrels
brawling in the front yard of a
house on my street.
Then, without warning, the
squirrels, apparently aware of my
presence, stopped fighting one
another, lined up across from me,
and started barking their frighten-

aterTatiner cute wVien•'you sit and

"ffig•••shritty bark.- • I w a s a little

watch them, especially in the
winter when they start eating
copious amounts of acorns, building up fat for the oncoming
weather. On a side note, wouldn't
it be great if humans did the same
thing? It'd be awesome just to
see all these cute fat kids with
upturned collars and little fat feet
poured into 250-dollar high-heels
running around Trinity.

scared so I began hurriedly moving on towards my home. The
squirrels started to follow me, all
the while barking like demons. I
started to break out into a run and
the squirrels chased after me
down the street.
I eventually got to my house,
tears streaming down my cheeks,
and thrust myself through my
front door, slamming it behind
me, Lying there, crying, attempting to catch my breath, I could
hear the squirrels clawing on the
other side of the door, still
attempting to catch me, possibly
planning to claw my eyes out.
So, in conclusion, squirrels are
evil and we should kill them all.
Now you may wonder what,
if anything, this has to do with art.
Well I can only speak for myself,
but I personally connect most art
with nature. Art is generally an
affirmation of nature, a rejection
of it, uses nature as base to build
from, or creates a comparison
with it.
Even my own work, which
generally only deals with young
people in different states of sanity
and mood, is related to nature,
though I can't quite put my finger
on how yet. I know the connection exists, because I write more
when I'm surrounded by trees and

www.northstar.k12.ak.ua/schools

So chubby and cute!
Nonetheless, squirrels are
cute. They are furry. They have
thick little bushy tails that thrash
about in all different directions.
They use their super tiny hands to
lift food up to their tiny mouths,
making their cute little cheeks
bulge. Squirrels also don't really
run, they frolic, which is an
incredibly endearing trait. Even
their fear is cute. When you get
too close to them they scurry, up
the nearest tree and then attempt
to position themselves so that no
matter where you walk, they are
always on the opposite side of the
trunk.
Don't take my description the
wrong way though. I have no
desire to tame a squirrel and keep
it as my pet and teach it to perform tricks for me. Well maybe a
little. Taking out a domesticated
squirrel on a leash, or possibly
carrying it on my shoulder has got
to be a crazy chick magnet. I
could call him. Squirrelly, or possibly Captain Squirrel if he preferred. We would become best
friends until I had to leave Trinity
and move back to the city. I

ac.tamu.edu

Pure evil in a furry form.
silence than when I'm stuck in a
dorm surrounded by 100 other
dorms. However, to get back to
completing the thought I began a
few sentences ago, squirrels are a
part of nature, and so an integral
part of art.

When put on as background
music, Atmosphere's Seven's
Travels could easily play like any
other decent hip-hop album. The
beats are harder than in most
mainstream rap, more conductive
towards a tough-looking head
bop than anything smooth, and
the hooks aren't especially
catchy. There are plenty of odd
samples and very few sing-along
choruses; but it can still pass for
any low-level major label hip-hop
if you aren't paying attention.
You begin to question who
Atmosphere is when you check
what label put Seven's Travels
out. This latest effort was released
by the perennial punk label
Epitaph, home (or former home)
of bands like Rancid, NOFX, and
Bad Religion. The hip-hop image
of Atmosphere begins to unravel
and reveal a different mold from
there on in.
Like nearly every male artist,
Atmosphere has a clear focus:
women. The first defined chorus
on the album states clearly, "All I
can do is think about sleeping
next to you," and the rest of the
tracks don't veer very far from
talking about the fairer sex either.
What sets Atmosphere apart from
most M.C.'s is that Atmosphere
isn't talking about "scoring bitches" or the ilk; he delves into real
emotion, insecurity, and feelings
that don't show up much in the
machismo-dominated world of
rap music.
He also accomplishes this
while staying hip-hop, not the
watered-down R&B of some
post-modern Boyz 2 Men. Now,

Atmosphere isn't a total sap. He
is still quite consumed with going
to bars and picking up women,
hopefully having sex too; his
adventures in dating women with
low self-esteem are documented
in "Good Times (Sick Pimpin')."
Atmosphere also occasional-

has trouble talking about politics
and philosophy unless he is comparing it to something romantic or
sexual. His philosophy is often of
the sensitive and smart guy who
exaggerates those traits in order
to get girls, but overall seems
open enough to be genuine.

www.epitaph.com

Atmosphere's Slug and Ant in their tour bus.
ly delves into the political realm
when he isn't busy getting busy.
On "Bird Sings Why the Caged I
Know" Atmosphere compares an
object of his desire with his want
for a more political freedom. And
working another sex/politics
comparison in "Cats Van Bags"a track about scoring while on
tour — he lays down a great pickup line "there's more said
between the lines of your forehead than they could ever try to
fine print on the inside of that
warhead." Overall, Atmosphere

Simply put, Atmosphere has a
weakness for: women but goes
about it in a bohemian fashion.
The layout of the thick booklet appears much more indie than
hip-hop, the left panels being
covered with dystopian drawings,
often synthesized from many colorful but dark pieces of art, and
scribbled with lines of forlorn
poetry. Each track, instead of having lyrics or explanations, is simply listed with a small Polaroid
picture and credits for additional
see SLUG page 16

A Conversation About Mel Wong
Thursday, Nov. 20
4 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd floor
In conjunction with the memorial dance showcase of "The Memory of Mel" on Friday, Nov. 21,
Mel's wife Connie Kreemer and musician/composer Rob Kaplan, who worked with Mel since
the 1970s, will lead a discussion on Mel's life and work.
The Memory of Mel
Friday, Nov. 21
8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
The life of Mel Wong, New York-based dancer/choreographer and former instructor in Trinity's
Theater and Dance Department, is honored in this uplifting memorial performance by Trinity
faculty and guests. Silvia Martins performs a solo piece by Mel; the Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble and Rachna Agrawal present new works created in Mel's honor; Mel's wife Connie
Kreemer presents an Isadora Duncan reconstruction; and Abdoulaye Sylla performs an exuberant African dance piece. Lesley Farlow performs a new work created by guest choreographer
Ann Adamovic; and students present a new work choreographed by Cheri Soule. Video
footage of Mel performing his signature yo-yo piece will also be shown.
Trinity College Concert Choir
Saturday, Nov. 22
8 p.m.
Hamlin Hall (entrance located under the arch on Summit St., directly across from Cinestudio)
This special evening with chamber orchestra features Bach's Cantata No. 106 Gottes Zeit, sung
in German; Hindemith's Frau Musica, a cantata on texts of Martin Luther, sung in English;
plus English and Italian madrigals, and arrangements of popular songs by Queen, Billy Joel,
and Kurt Weill. Conducted by Music Professor Gerald Moshell.
Trinity Jazz Night
Monday, Nov. 24
8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
An evening of jazz spanning several decades, performed by a student ensemble under the direction of saxophonist Kris Allen.
www.austinarts.org
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OurTown: Revisited Doesn't Capture the Audience
continued from page 1
Emily isn't just a scared girl, too
young to be jumping into marriage, but she has another route to
sexual fulfillment available to
her. In an extra-textual speech,
possibly drawn from Susann's
The Valley of the Dolls, delivered
by an imposing and bullying John
McCormick '04, this possibility
is laid bare. Making fun of
Emily for being a virgin who
should at least take a tumble
before
she gets
married,
McCormick's speech confronts
one possible reason for Emily's
fear of marriage head on.
It's certainly a good theory,
but it isn't the only one. For
example, why can't Emily be

trust his audience to get it without
being shepherded along. The
same implication comes from the
inclusion of a number of songs,
which collectively sound like a
good College Radio play list.
Practically every emotional
high point of the play was followed immediately by a song performed by a member of the cast
and the live band, Tungsten 74.
Most notable was the song that
(and the only one I actually recognized) closed the first half of
the performance. Gould, his
Tomek rejected by Emily, sang
Prince classic "Purple Rain" with
such intensity that my audience
wasn't entirely sure whether the
act was over or whether or not to

stand), the opportunity to tell the
audience that she will kill herself
by age 20. The play itself dictates that she marries an insurance
salesman and moves to Ohio, a
fact that was also included in the
performance. I'm not sure these
can be made to reconcile, given
the omniscience of the Stage
Manager.
Perhaps the best staging of
the evening came in the role of
the Stage Manager. Split into
four women, the Stage Managers
sat at a table with headphones and
microphones, as if doing a radio
broadcast of the show. Dana
Viltz '04 took on Wilder's Stage
Manager role by doing voices of
some bit characters, using the
mike to raise and lower the pitch
of her voice. Sarah Lappe '06
got up to physically play some bit
parts, while Jessie Richardson '04
shared the narration of the play
itself with Cynthia Convey '04.
Convey, serving as the leader of
the four and director of the
onstage action, was the most
engaging.
This engagement without a
doubt owes something to one of
the most curious aspects of the
staging. Wilder writes so that his
characters are, at times, aware
Chuck Pratt
that they are in a play. Polin
The stage manager role played by four women as WRTC DJs.
turned this deliberate staginess
into characters that are fighting
clap.
dreaming of making speeches the
rest of her life, as she tells her
Even beyond the songs were the fact that they' re in a play. To
mother she wishes to do? It's
the inclusion of the futures of' bring up Tomek again, since his
always the director's prerogative
some of the characters. Wilder inclusion is so symptomatic,
to interpret a particular text, but
cues this himself, giving the Convey's Stage Manager tells
there's a fine line between interStage Manager short histories of George to enter, but Tomek enters
preting and telegraphing. While
the lives of some people beyond instead, prompting a hushed disthe telescope approach is a fully
the scope of the play. But Polin cussion of the fact that this is Our
Town and Emily will marry
acceptable means of getting
took this further/giving George's
In another scene,
Polin's point across about the relsister Rebecca, played by Erin George.
George breaks the scene where he
evance of Our Town to our 21
Kinney '05 (the relevance of
century lives, it also carries the
whose show-stopping, rapid-fire is talking with Emily in the drug
implication that Polin doesn't
monologue I still cannot under- store in order to deliver a fast,

i

BENTO
Ichiban Bento

19.95

Sushi app. Sashimi app. Shortrib,Qyoza rice

Seafood Bento

nervous speech about his real role
in all of this. Then, at the end of
the first act, Convey motions for
the sound and lights to be cut off
as Tomek sings "Purple Rain."
The point is that there was a
strange tension between the Stage
Managers, Convey especially,
and the characters trying to
escape from their own play. This
is part of the self-conscious,
reflexive technique explored by
Polin in last year's Faust! . The
difference between that strand
and this year's version is that
Goethe's Faust isn't conscious of
its own nature as a play, while
Wilder's original text plays with
idea of a play where all the characters are aware that they're in a
play. Polin's attraction to the
text is understandable for this reason, and at least the tendency
toward self-recognition that was
so awkward in Faust! fits in the
scheme of Wilder's play.
Looking back on the play, I'm
realizing that I can appreciate it
intellectually. But this says nothing about my enjoyment while
sitting in the theater itself, nor
that of the approximately one
third of the audience that left at
intermission. It must be possible
to stage a play that's simultaneously intellectually stimulating,
emotionally satisfying, and
enjoyable.
The Third Act,
played straight from Wilder's
text, had the most emotional
impact of anything in the show,
but it somehow felt hollow when
it followed two excruciatingly
long hours of constant detachment from a bunch of excessively
depressed people. It's hard to
feel any real emotion for characters when both the play and the
director are working against any
sense
of
attachment.

Chuck Pratt

Brad Bites as Emily's mother.
Deliberately disengaging theater
seems, to me at least, disingenuous: why bother creating a work
if no one wants to sit through it?
In short, I respect Polin's production on an after-the-fact intellectual level, but I didn't enjoy it
one bit. How's that for sitting on
the fence?
Editor's Note
Due to public outcry, as well
as my own reservations (I feel
it's the performers right to know
who is criticizing them, and a
lack of a name destroys an article's integrity), this review shall
constitute the final article by the
student using the pseudonym
Edward Baylor. However, it's
important to mention that the
pseudonym is not being used as
an excuse to write negatively; it
is a tool to allow the writer to
write articles without his / her
qualifications, background or
personal life discrediting his /
her article (though I can personally assure that Baylor is thoroughly qualified to write theatre
reviews). Furthermore he / she
doesn't want to ruin friendships
with other students simply by
being critical of their performances.
- G.P.

SEAFOOD

ICHIBAN

Shrimp Teriyaki >%•$•$}$ °}v\

14.95

Large shrimp with vegetables in (eriyaki sauce

Salmon Teriyakl <3<H B i l ^ M

18.95

14.95

Sashimi grade salmon steak in teriyaki sauce.

Salmon teriyaki, shrimp tempura, Shumai, California roll

Scallop Teriyaki 7>5}-MH1B1 O H

MAKI SUSHI DINNER
(Includes miso soup)
Maki Combination

•

1455

Scallop and shtake mushroom with teriyaki sauce

JAPANESE KOREAN

,

Stir-Fried Squid A^cH ¥r%<

20 pieces of various maki sushi (California maki, Tuna maki and cucumber maid)

Futomakl

11.95

13.95

Sliced tender pieces of squid, pan-frid with vegetables in a hot sauce.

12.95

Stir-Fried Octopus

RESTAURANT

tf^l'frSr

•

•

14.95

. Tender pieces of baby octopus, stir-Wed in spicy sauce

Sea Trout Special ZJ] t$'4>$

ID pieces of big rolls with a variety of sushi vegetables

Ichiban roll

15.95

Oriental sea trout (whole) prepared with traditional oriental seasoning

13.95

Tuna, Salmon, White fish and rice 10 Pieces

Unadon &>\ & #

14.95

Fresh watered broiled in special sauce

APPETIZERS '"

SUSHI & SASHIMI DINNER
Sushi regular

14.95

Bj,e-[6|

Assorted fresh fish on seasoned rice

Sushi Deluxe

18.95

:

:

•

Ebi Shumai

Sushi Sashimi Combination

Steamed shrimp dumpling

23.95
-

(860)236-5599; (860)236-2669(Fax)
530 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105

JaeyukGui

Shitake 33L*\$.

Negima Yaki Beef 4 f o]

Chapchae &4

14.95

H

-

4.95
•

•

............... 14-95
•

-••

n 9S

'

Softshell Crab Tempura ^ l f l ^

-

5SS

.—

8.95

Deep fried softshell crab

IkaTempura 3.$°]

IHM*

••• 7 - 9 S

•

Deep fried medium size squid
9 95

Oriental Steak Tarter yr$
•"

12-9S

-

Finely mixed raw beef with special seasonings

Seasoned top Shells *«fl«l ^ 8

' Variety of fresh vegetables

1L9S

Raw Cattle Fish Moochim $ * 1 3 ^31

•

9 95

-

9 9S

-

Sliced fresh cattle fish and mixed vegetable w/spicy sauce

Scallion Pancake jL-$fy&
15 95

•

Marinated bai lop shells with hot and spicy seasonings

Stir fried vegetables ° N 4 - I

Beef with scallion rolls, flame -broiled with teriyaki sauce

Tender beef steak barbecued

Shrimp Tempura 4+ ^ ^

FamouTclear noodle, stir-fried with beef and fresh garden vegetables.

Marinated breast of chicken, flame broiled with teriyaki sauce.

Beef Teriyaki

TEMPURA
Vegetable Tempura oHA ^ W ....,..'...;

6 95

•

Fresh mushroom with sesame oil sauteed

13>9S

Chicken Teriyaki i H H

-

Skewers of chicken and scaliion with teriyaki sauce

Vegetables lightly battered and fried to golden perpection.

Pork loin with vegetable; spicy and hot

4 95

•

Yakitori ° H S.$

Shrimp and vegetables lightly battered and deep fried to golden perfecuon

,. 13.95

-••

Deep fried shrimp and vegetables in light batter

16.95
Marinated shortribsof beef,'barbe"cued"with their own natural juices.

Sliced loin of pork marinated with chili sauce and name broiled

-

Shrimp Tempura >l|-f W r

Specially selected fresh raw fish for 2-peaple or more sashimi lovers

13.95

-

Seasoned with soy sauce scallions and nori

Price Varies

14.95

4 95

•

Steamed Tofu ^ f - f

Top selection of sushi for 2-people

MEAT

4l9S

••

Half boiled fresh soybeans

34.95

PorkBuIgogi s M l o M

4<9S

•

Edamame 3 r f - #

Artfully slicedrawfish,garnished with threaded radish

BeefBulgogi
% : \
Savory pieces of marinated beef, tender and juicy

<Tf?H

Steamed crab dumpling

24 9S

Sushi or Sashimi Special

-

Kant Shumai .•rM-o]

One of our best sellers, delightfull combination of sushi and sashimi

Omakase Sushi

9.50
S 9S

Pan-fried fish coated with egg flour

15.95

Various sushi vegetables and fresh fish on a bed of sushi rice

Sashimi Deluxe

550

Large

Sliced Codfish •%>£%

Sushi lover's choice, 10-pieces of nigiri sushi and 8-pieces of California maki

Chirashi Sushi

!

Small

Pan-fried dumplings"with meat and vegetables

Crisp and spicy; anybody's favorite

HaemulPajun * n - t 4 ^
Seafood, Scallion, Vegetables in wheat flour pan cake

-•• 9 - S 0
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Brodeur Headlines Bates Slug and Anf s Latest Just
Too Lengthy for Talent

JOHN HOROWITZ
ARTS

CONTRIBUTOR

On Friday the 14th, Trinity's own Ryan
Brodeur '05 ventured forth to Bates
College armed only with his guitar, Indie
guy good looks, and a head cold. An hour
and a half later, he left the coffeehouse as
he was received; with cheers, clapping, and
the occasional furtive smile. Germ warfare
was not necessary.
Opening for Ryan was Lewiston,
Maine's answer to Ani DiFranco, Hillary
Gilpatrick. Like Ryan, Hillary has been a
favorite in the local Indie scene, and
brought with her the expected throng of
followers. She had accepted an offer of
one bowl of herbal popcorn in exchange for
playing, indicative of Hillary's style. As
she mounted the stage of the coffeehouse,
chai laden listeners scurried into their seats
and up against the back wall.
Hillary played an eight song set,
including seven originals and an Elliott
Smith cover which paused the crowd's
nodding heads and swaying bodies
momentarily to reflect and meditate on
Smith's recent suicide. Hillary eased gently back into her final song and flawlessly
picked the crowd back up and guided them
through the final five minutes of her set.

... everybody was there
to have fun.
She thanked the audience and slid off the
stage to await Ryan.
Ryan made his way to the stage, shaking Hillary's hand along the way, and as he
reached the microphone, responded to
Hillary's initial comments. "I'm the one
who should be opening for you! You're
way better than me!" The crowd, which
had grown considerably since Hillary
began, laughed, clapped and settled in for
Ryan's fust headlining show.
Ryan opened his set with a cover of
Dispatch's "Hey, Hey." I stood tense in the
.- Aaack^a?.*& i c o m j tochmg aiovmd ••aiYJuous-

ly to see how the crowd would react. They

sat perched as Ryan's melodious voice rose
with no guitar accompaniment. As his
voice crescendoed and he strummed his
guitar for the first time, my fears were allecontinued from page 14
viated as smiles sprang onto the faces of
musicians. For some reason, the cover is
those around me and they began to sway
quite boring in spite of the expansive inteand nod to the music. The show had
rior layout, just a white background with
begun.
simple print reading "Atmosphere Seven i
From there, Ryan played his original
Travels."
"A Summer Day Well Spent Indoors"
The production and beats, done by
whose title alone invokes the independent
Anthony "Ant" Davis, is probably the
feeling. He then alternated between covers
weakest link in the album. Ant's production
and originals playing crowd favorites such
company is called "Ant Turn That Snare
as Jack Johnson's "Rodeo Clowns" and
Howie Day's "Morning After." Between
these, he played "Une Experience
Proustienne," a poignant song which Ryan
describes as "being about having one of
those dreams where you meet the perfect
faceless girl in your dreams, and then when
you wake up, you feel this enormous sense
of loss, like you now know what it is you're
Atmosphere's stylish though ultimately
missing." As his last note trailed off and
the crowd applauded, he took another risk. Down" for a good reason, the snare drum
Ryan called up close friend Jose throughout the whole album sounds like
Gaztambide to perform Dispatch's "Flying that popping trashcan that Lars Ulrich used
Horses" with him, which resulted in a
on the latest Metallica album. Ant has yet
slightly flawed, but enjoyable performto realized that when you are making beats,
ance. Any tension between the crowd and
not live drums, you can vary the sound of
Ryan that was left disappeared at the conthe snare. Additionally, there comes a point
clusion of the song, as it was clear that
- both in tempo and repetition — where a
more important than the perfection of the
snappy snare doesn't sound hard anymore,
music was the enjoyment of it, and that
it sounds annoying.
everyone was there to have fun, including
Beyond the snare, there is nothing
the performers.
flashy about the beats or samples, the samples are generally obscure and don't flow
As Ryan concluded his final song
together as well as such a produced-release
("The Wanderer's Song"), the crowd
should. Occasional contributions on raps
applauded willingly, and some "whoops"
by Sage Francis and Brother Ali, on guitar
and "woo's" could be heard from those
and jaw harp by Nate Collins, and a few
who an hour earlier had never heard of
female friends of Atmosphere lending their
Ryan Brodeur. It wasn't a perfect concert,
vocals break some of the monotony in the
but it was a real one. The performers were
beats, but can't fully rescue the album.
there to have fun with their audience, not in
front of their audience, and when they setThis is a long album: I repeat, a long
tled in and played their songs, they meant
album, nineteen tracks that lack the skits
them. This is the true energy and allure of
and transitional pieces often seen in hipthe local scene, of the small venue, and of
hop albums with long track lists. It clocks
independent music. As Ryan continues to
in at over 70 minutes, but just doesn't have
grow and utilize his musical talents, he will
the variety or staggering talent to sustain
take his place in the world of independent
attention for that long.
mus\c. His performance at Bates.College
proves that he's already saved a seal.

Concert for George Nov. 17-18
(2003) One year after George Harrison's death, his friends, collaborators and fans got together for a poignant tribute concert at London's
packed Royal Albert Hall. The brilliantly eclectic collection of performers follows the arc of Harrison's incredible life: fellow Beatles Ringo
Starr and Paul McCartney, Ravi Shankar, Tom Petty and Billy Preston,
and from his days as a movie producer, members of Monty Python's
Flying Circus, To quote Eric Clapton, the film's musical director and
Harrison's longtime friend, "I'm doing it for him, but really I'm doing it
for me. I need to find a way to express my grief." A wonderful celebration of the "quiet Beatle," with songs that Harrison wrote (Something,
Here Comes the Sun, While my Guitar Gently Weeps) and loved (The
Lumberjack Song, Honey Don't). 108 min.

I like Atmosphere, he is a charming
guy who has carved out a good niche for
himself in rap music: it's romantic without
being dramatic, and unruly without being
misogynistic. Still, Atmosphere can be
over-the-top with his attempts at sounding
smart and nineteen songs about picking up
women do not always an intriguing album
make. He would do well to cut his ties to
Ant, and find a producer who can keep

www.epitaph.com

unoriginal symbol.
things interesting for seventy minutes, or at
least not use such an irritating snare sound.
Atmosphere also could brush up a bit on
his reading list to make sure that he can
write another rap about women without ripping himself off. This isn't an outstanding
album: you'd be better off picking up
something by Atmosphere's guests, Sage
Francis (my favorite hip-hop artist) or
Brother Ali (who copes better with Ant's
butchering of beats); still, Atmosphere has

www.epitaph.com

Slug thinking about women.
the talent and wit to put out a decent album,
and possibly develop great albums in the
future.

FREE DELIVERY*

Lost in Translation Nov. 1 9 - 2 2

(2003) The second film (after The Virgin Suicides) directed by Sofia
Coppola has won more than enough critical buzz to brush away all suggestions of Hollywood favoritism. Her great achievement in Lost in
Translation is giving Bill Murray the complex role he deserves.
Murray's face alternates humor and ennui, as he channels an action
movie star fed up with celebrity, his wife and himself. In Tokyo to make
a whiskey commercial, he meets an equally dispossessed young woman
(Scarlett Johansson), who holds out the promise of love. "If there were
more young filmmakers like Coppola, we'd have a movement. As it is,
though, we just have a director whose career will be a thrill and a pleasure to watch..." Stephanie Zacharsky, Salon.com. 702 min.
Girls Will Be Girls Nov. 2 1 - 2 2

(2003)Straight (or maybe not) from the Fifth EROS Film Festival,
comes a very special Late Show experience. In this hilarious drag
extravaganza Evie (Jack Plotnick), an aging actress in the twi-dark of
her fame, drinks her way through the day, craving to jump-start her
career - and any man in the vicinity. Her roommate/maid/verbal punching bag (Clinton Leupp) only yearns for one thing: to have a child with
the hunky doctor who performed her abortion. When a country girl with
a tad of an eating disorder and dreams of tinsel town stardom (Jeffery
Roberson) joins the menage, aspirations and sordid pasts come to an
unforgettable boiling point. 79 min.
Matchstick Men Nov. 23 - 25
(2003) Fresh from his starring (double) role in Adaptation, Nicholas
Cage gives a fearless performance as a successful con man, who is
plagued by a whole slew of obsessive disorders, from panic attacks to
agoraphobia. Cage's shrink thinks it might help if he got in touch with
the 14-year-old daughter he's never known, so he embarks on a new role
as a father - just as the biggest score of his life is dangled in front of his
eyes. Matchstick Men is a sharp and witty newcomer to the con man
genre, where deception is a way of life, and redemption is always one
game away. By Ridley Scott, director of Blade Runner, Alien, The/ma
and Louise, & Gladiator, 105 min.
For showtimes check www.cinestudio.org

Across from CPTV
(South Campus)
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

(86O) 247-O234
FREE DELIVERY
EAT IN or TAKE OUT
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Featured Events:
The Ninth Annual Holiday Crafts Fair

Come set your holiday shopping started early
at the Crafts Fair! A wide variety of handmade gifts will be featured, including gift baskets, unique Jewelry, holiday decorations,
dolls, beautiful angels, and tree ornaments.
Baked goods will also be sold so you can
snack while you shop.
/ / a.m. - Nov. 21 - Mather Hall basement

I

V

s

THE
WEBSTER

Thursday/Thrice With Ceheed & Cambria
fvjTV2 brings these critically acclaimed
bands to the Webster far what b sure to be a
great show. C^nsral Admission: .$16.50

Chech out lOve;
at 9 p.wu on
TrOnCty'y <yww Kyaw
Brodeur '05 openfrth
hifrsecond/
ofthe/ iemesfer.
Them g&cw up for Trinity'^
own/A ndre/3cda^ JcMffi
Trio-. Ayahvayy, come/tota$te>the' (M&ortvn&rtt of
delicious coffees,

7**--At* 23
LWbastank a Andrav/ \Vkl wfth W Trying,
R^d Chester
This shtfW w i l l be a packed h<?u5<2 ,„ get y^ur

Fuel and ReV'is
fuel, kn<?wn far Ilieir Late '9<9s radii? hit

tickets in advance! C^eneraL Admission! 4 2 2 "5himm<er" will b« playing With posk-gmnge
alt rockers PLsvis, (general Admission: 4>22
7

Z p.m. - Ht?V, 18

-

CLASSIFIEDS

7-30 p.m. - tiov. 26

A "Reality" Spring Break
2004's Hottest Prices
Book now...Free Trips, Meals & Parties
www.sunsplashtours.com or

CHAP€L
Jewish Studies Lecture
Jewish Studies will be sponsoring a lecture
by Dr. Larry Vogel of Conn. College. Dr.
Vogel will be .:spelKing oni' ^ : ^ j s m , Bioethics
and Politics?' It will discuss Jewisri\iews on
politically controversial issues such as abortion and euthanasia. - Nov. 18 - Bittmbtrg Lounge

itlaw Lecture Series
Dr. (j^egory Schopen, from the
Department of East Asian Languages and
Cultures at'fne,.IJniversity of palifornia, Los
Angeles will give alecture' titled "Urban
Nuns and Sophisticated Women: Locating
Buddhist Nunneries in Early Northwest
India."
7:30 p.m. -Dec. 1 - Terrace Room ABC,
Mather Hall

CT Spotlight Events
TheaterWbrks, located at 233 Pearl St. in downtown Hartford, presents Richard Greenberg's The
Dazzle, a humorous and poignant look at the lives
of New York's legendary recluses and collectors, the
Collyer brothers, Langley and Homer, and Milly
Ashmore, a young heiress who desires to be included in their world of fantasy and obsession.
Greenberg is the author of Three Days of Rain and
Take Me Out, a recent Tony award winner. Directed
by Rob Ruggiero. The show will run through Dec.
21. Tickets: $35-$50. Select performances offer a
limited number of free student tickets. Box Office:
(860)527-7838.

Tuesday - Nov. 18
9:30 p.m. - Banquet - Friendship Chapel

>,-,•.•

Wednesday - Nov. 19
noon - Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
3:30 p.m. - Inter Arts Class Performance
5 p.m. - Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. - Change Ringing Lessons

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Caneun, Jamaica and Acapulco from $489.
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and. More!
Organize small groups - earn FREE TRIPS
plus commissions I Call 1-800-GET-STJN-l.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
For Local Casting Calls
No Experience or Age Required
EARN UP TO $200 A DAY
1-888-820-0167

Thursday - Nov. 20
noon - Holy Eucharist Service - Crypt Chapel
Sunday - Nov. 23
1 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass
5:15 p.m. - Thanksgiving Vespers, sermon by
Rev. Dan Heischman, music by Chapel Singers
6:05 p.m. - Holy Eucharist Service - Friendship
hapel
10 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass
Notes Lessons and Carols are at 4 and 7 p.m. on
Sunday, Dec. 7

s
A

...

Spring Break 2004 -Travel with STS, America's #1
Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

Spring Break '04 with Studentcity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with Free Trips, Cash,
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! To reserve online or view our Photo
Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com or Call 1T888SPRINGBREAK

FREE. Couch with bed built in. Can sleep 1
guy or 2 girls comfortably. Buyer must come
and pickup couch from house on Fairfield
Ave. Couch is heavy so bring help.
Call Joel: 463-6219.
Student, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds!

Looking for babysitters or need some help
raking leaves? Want to sell furniture or
appliances from your dorm room? Job
offerings? Include your ad in our expanded
classified section for just 30 cents a word.
E-Mail inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

SPORTS
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Runners Prepare to Represent NE at NCAAs
continued from page 20
what the men did at the NESCAC meet, but
I think they were still hoping for a little bit
more," Roy said about the men's performance. "I think that they're going to have an
incredible team over the next couple of

The Bantams finished 13th in the
national race last season in Minnesota.
This year the meet is held in Hanover, Ind.
"I think that at nationals, if everyone
runs to the full of their ability we have a
realistic opportunity to come home with a

"... Trinity has the chance to come out as one of
the best teams in the nation ..."
- Karen Roy '04
years."
The women will earn their second consecutive trip to the NCAA Division III
National Championships as a result of their
top-five finish last weekend.

medal," Roy said.
"We're absolutely thrilled about going
and we're really hoping that the top four
places will all be held by New England
teams, which will be a really big accom-

Swimmers Seek Victory
From Underclassmen
continued from page 20
The team is relatively young, and
besides Silva and co-captain Matt DeRosa
'05 returns only one other upperclassman..
Sophomore sprinters Christian Greer, and
Chris S wanson add depth and experience to
the squad.
The women's squad finished last winter with a 6-4 dual-meet record and only
hopes to improve upon last year's success.
The addition of several key freshmen
including Jennie Knott (butterfly, IM),
Sarah Sweatt (butterfly, distance freestyle),
and sprinter Christine Myksin, will be a
key to the team's growth upon last year's
team performance.
NESCAC finalist and tri-captain, Julia
Kaye, joins fellow senior captains Beth
Stoker, and Lauren Albrecht in integral
leadership positions on a young, but talented team,
Another returning senior expected to

perform consistently this year is breaststroker Jennie Bartlett, as are fellow upperclassmen, juniors Kate Mortensen (backstroke), and Lexi Bader (diving).
The backbone of this year's team will
continue to be the loaded sophomore class.
Breaststroker Amy Corvino is expected to
have another strong season, as is the versatile Holly Thompson (distance, backstroke,
IM). Rounding out the class are divers
Katy Shoemaker and Adrienne Lo.
The men's and women's team are virtually one team, coached by Kristen
Noone, and practice and attend meets
together, though competing separately.
This year's captains have expressed a
resolve towards meeting their goals as a
team, stated clearly by DeRosa: "We all
know what we need to do as a team."
The team will have their first dual meet
this upcoming Sunday against Bates in
Lewiston, Maine.

www.trincoll.edu

Freshman Kristina Miner finished 38th at NCAAs with a time of 23:38.

Grapplers Go Seventh
continued from page 20
England third place finisher who had handed Moyet a loss the year before.
Moyet was so pumped after an excellent first tournament that he could not be
understood for comments.
Two freshmen also made their mark in
New Englands as "Downtown" Trevor
Brown went 2-1 before injuring his neck.
His loss came to the eventual champion by
three points. "T Brown," as he likes to be
called, showed a tremendous amount of
poise in his first three collegiate matches.
Max "V/hitey" Weisz posted a 4-2
record and just fell short of placing in his
first collegiate tournament.

Sophomore Eric Viani and juniors Jim
Malone and Ted Webson also posted a 3-2
record.
Next Saturday the Bantams head to the
Springfield College tournament. Two
starters, number-two ranked heavyweight
in the nation Michael Blair, along with the
starting 174-pounder are expected back in
the lineup.
Although the Bantams finished seventh
overall with half their lineup, they were
happy with most of the individual results.
The freshmen got their feet wet with
their first experience of college wrestling
and the senior captains led the way with a
16-2 combined record,,., ..„,,.:...... .„• -~'" "

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!

ft

Tuesday, November 18
Abercrombie & Fitch (Interviews on Campus 11/21/03) — MIT/Home
Office
Ruder Finn, Inc. — Executive Training Program-Winter 2004 Session
Wednesday. November 19
Goodman Resources — Derivatives Documentation Specialist; Exec.
Secretary/Higher Ed Marketing Coordinator
Supreme Court of the United States — Housekeeper (Night Position)
Friday, November 21
Wachovia Securities'— Telemarketing
Asian Family Services — Vietnamese Interpreter-PT
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc. (NDT) — Technical Consultant
Merriam-Webster—Sales Representative
National Center for Victims of Crime, The — Deputy Director of Victim
Services ' !
..,'•.
AT&T __ Business Account Manager (BAM); Corporate Account
Manager I; Enterprise Corporate Account Manager I
Monday, November 24
The Lotos Club — Private Dining Coordinator
Tribune FOX 61 WTIC TV — Production Technician (Part-Time);
Tribune Television Account Executive; Local Sales Manager; Master
Control • Operator (P/T)
Wednesday, November 26
Goodman Resources — Investment Management Administrative
Assistant; Administrative Coordinator
Friday, November 28
Hartford, The (Interviews on Campus 12/03/03) — Commercial Lines
Underwriter
Gold, Orluk & Partners —- Marketing Assistant - PT
Action Environmental — Field Engineer
New York University — International Student Advisor
Unitex-— Intern
Newbury College — Coordinator of International Student Services
Hartford Hospital — Project Assistant
Sunday, November 30
;
Tallan — Software Developers

Monday, December 1
Congresswoman Nancy L. Johnson — Intern for Congresswoman
Johnson-Spring 2004
Lincoln Financial Group (Interviews on Campus 12/04/03) -— Client
Service Consultant; Claim Examiner
Lebanon Historical Society — Part-Time Director
TVR Communications-Television Rental Company — Customer Service
Representative-Hartford Hospital
Digital Visions, LLC — Computer Lab Instructor and Lab Monitor School Age Program or Adult Program
George Little Management, Inc — Show Coordinator
.'•••. \ '
United States Golf Association (USGA) — USGA Museum & Archives
Internships-Spring 2004
Wednesday, December 3
KirklandSearch — Q.C. Chemist
Thursday, December 4
Supreme Court of the United States — Police Officer - Supreme Court
Police
•
Friday, December 5
Lux Bond and Green — Sales Associate
InetServices LLC — SalesAgent.
- ,
The Japanese Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program — The 2004 Japan
Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program
The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace — Junior Fellows
Program
Global Financial Credit, LLC — Finance Manager (3 Positions)
Friday, December 12
Learn — Various Employment Opportunities

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings

k
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You Cant Stop the Rei^i: Squash to Dominate
more Yvain Badan, 14-1 last year. From
there, the lower spots could be filled by a
number of players.
Every sport has seen at least one, a
There are freshmen Eduardo Perez,
team with a run of victory, a showcase of
who came in third place in the Junior
unparalleled excellence. The New York
Olympics, Sean Cardoza, the top high
Yankees, the Montreal Canadians, the
school player last year, Nick Lacalaide, and
Boston Celtics, the Dallas Cowboys, are all Tom Wolfe. From the sophomore class
•teams that have dominated in their leagues.
there are Junaid Nathani, Will Boothby,
And to that list, we can add the Trinity
Jacques Swanipoel, Tripp Kyle, and Coly
Bantams Squash teams.
Smith. "I think they all are going to be significant," said Malloy. Before the season
The numbers speak for themselves.
starts, the team will go to Hawaii for trainThe men have six top-25 preseason AilAmericans, and the women have five. Both ing.
teams have won the last two College
The women's team, meanwhile, looks
Squash Association (CSA) team champito have just as much, if not even more, suconships, and their combined team matches
cess this year. Like any good college duo,
record during that time is 63-0. Oh, and the both the men and the women have had
men have won the last five of those chamincredible success. And a la UConn basketpionships, along with 90 straight team
ball, the women are looking to possibly
matches. You might have to read that num- upstage the men.
ber again; 90 straight matches. All this adds
Head Coach Wendy Barlett looks to
up to a CSA preseason number one ranking
keep moving from an incredibly dominant
for both teams.
season, where they topped off by winning
three matches 9-0 in the Howe Cup chamThe men's team, led by the United
pionship.
States World Team Head Coach Paul
It's tough to tell where to begin with
Assaiante, is poised for another season like
this team. After all, their two senior caplast year's, when 180 of the 198 individual
tains are three-time Ail-Americans Pam
matches ended in a Trinity victory. While
Saunders and Amina Helal, who had a
four major players were lost to graduation,
combined record of 23-4. Helal is the top
the team more than makes up for it with
player in women's squash, and has won the
improvement through the ranks and talentsingles title the past two years.
ed additions from the freshmen class.
Remarkably, Saunders is the No. 3 player
The team is topped off with junior
for the team.
Bernardo Samper, ranked number two
Between Helal and Saunders is twooverall and the 2001-2002 National Singles
Champion. He is 27-3 over his two sea- time All-American junior Lynn Leong.
Over her two years, she is 30-4 and finsons. Behind him are senior tri-captains
ished last season ranked No. 3 in the
Michael Ferreira, Patrick Malloy, and
nation. The All-American sophomore trio
Nadeem Osman, whose combined record
of Larissa Stephenson, Rhea Bhandare, and
as Bantams is 98-11.
Isa Restrepo leads the middle of the lineup.
The Bantams sport a trio of players
The three had a 47-10 record last year.
who are undefeated in their careers. AUAmerican junior Regardt Schonborn is 20The rest of the sophomore members of
0 in his career, and juniors Vishual Kapoor
the team include Leigh Endressen, Katie
and Taylor Robinson are a combined 26-0.
Peck, and Margot Kearney. Following the
rest of the team, they combined for a 24-7
The last of the All-Americans is sopho-

PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER

record.
The rest of the lineup includes junior
Meridy Vollmer, 15-3, and seniors Barbara
Escobar and Elizabeth Frank. Joining the
team as freshmen are Vaidehi Reddy,
Siobhan Knight, and Veda Dhaul.
As for how the team will stay motivated after such a great season last year, Helal
had this to say: "We just have to think to
the end of the season, do we want to be celebrating or thinking about a close loss."

4 9 8 B FARMINGTON AVENUE

^1236-2616

Minimum Purchase
EIS

SIDE ORDERS

SALADS

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
Medium

Large

tomatoes

••-•'••.

TUNA SALAD

$5.99

Tuna, lettuce, cheese tomatoes, olives and cucumbers

GREEK SALAD

.....$5.99

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers

HOUSE SPECIAL

$11.99

CHICKEN PESTO

$11.99

CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
$15.99 With Chicken Breast
$7.75
TOSSED SALAD........Lrg.$4.50
Sm.$2.25
$14.99
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch.Thousand Island,

SHRIMP PESTO

$11.99

$14.99 EXTRA DRESSING

Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers
.
,

Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce

WHITE PIE

$9.99

$11.99

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano, and olive oil

WHITE CLAM..,

$9.99

$11.99

RANCH CHICKEN

$11.99

$14.99

HAWAIIAN

$11.99

$14.99

Italian.Creamy Italian, Greek Caesar

DESSERT
,

$2.25
$3.25

BEVERAGES

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil

Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing

40

Cheesecake
.
Chocolate Cake

rOke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi,
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice &
Orange Juice

Pineapple and ham

Couth®
Special
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

$15.99
Topping Extra

236-2616

'

Piiia
lor the
Best Price

*" mth 7™

Small
14" Medium $8.99
16" Large $10.99,
W I N G S (Mild, Hot, BBQ) (10).,
CHICKEN SALAD...
$6.25 MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on Med. $1.30 on Large
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives and
CHICKEN FINGERS
Bacon
Hamburger
Pepperoni
Broccoli cucumbers.
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE
Garlic
- .Onions
Spinach
Tomatoes CHEF SALAD
$5.99 FRIES
Mushrooms
Sausage
Eggplant
Anchovies Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce tomatoes, cucumbers,
FRIES/CHEESE
Ricotta
Cherry
Olives
, Peppers green peppers and olives.
ONION RINGS
• Peppers
ANTIPASTO
$5.99 CINNAMON STICS
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
BREADSTICKS
cucumbers, olives, green peppers, lettuce and
CHIPS..

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99

The Best

DELIVERY

HARTFORD

Additional Toppings: $2.00 each (4 Hours Notice Please)

As with any dynasties, there are bumps
in the road, but the Bantams always find a
way. "The loss of Brian DiMenna has
greatly hurt the team and its moral," said
Malloy, "but we'll find a way to move on,
and he'll be here in spirit."
The action all begins Dec. 5-6 at home
in the George A. Kellner Squash Center.
Both teams will play Williams Dec. 5, and
then Dec. 7 they will play St. Lawrence and
Tufts, with the men also facing Bowdoin,

',

7 DAYS A WEEK
11tH0AMTO9t00AM

CHEESE PIZZA

www.trincoll.edu

no secret opposing teams shudder when they see Trinity's courts.

2 Liter
Soda

$1.00
OFF

With any Large
Cheese Pizza

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

PASTA AND DINNERS

$5.50
II5.25
.., S5.25
(16")... .: I3.25
...... .111.99
.II2.99
, .111.99
.S3.99
.$2.99
50

SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE ".,..........$6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS

7.99

SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE ..........7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

7.99

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA ........8.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
7.99
BAKED ZITI
.7,99
STUFFED SHELLS
„....
7.99
GRINDERS
.7,gg
8" Hall
16' Wholo MEAT RAVIOLI..............
COOKED SALAMI
$4.50 ..$9.00 CHEESE RAVIOLI
.7.99
PASTRAMI
4.50 ....9.00
Includes salad and roll
GENOA
4.50 ....9.00
HAM
......4.50 ....9.00
TURKEY
:
............4.50 ....9.00
PEPPERONI
4.50 ....9.00 Calzones...
.•
.5.75
ROAST BEEF
4.50 ....9.00 ,
Each additional item .75
TUNA
: .......4.50 ....9.00
COMBO (2 kinds of above)
4.50 ....9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
.....4.50 ...9.00
FRIED CHICKEN & SEAFOOD
CHICKEN CUTLET
4.50 ....9.00
FriedrShrimp
7.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
..4.50 ....9.00
VEAL PARMIGIANA
4.50 ....9.00 Fish & Chips
......./.....
7.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.50 ....9.00
7.50
STEAK/CHEESE
4.50 ....9.00 4 Pieces Fried Chicken
Served with Coleslaw & French Fries
MEATBALLS
4.50 ...9.00
SAUSAGE
4.50 ....9.00
FISH
........4.50 ....9.00
B.L.T..
.4.50 ....9.00
VEGGIE/CHEESE
4.50 ....9.00
ITALIAN
........4.99 ....9.98

Buy a Large
Cheese
'With one Topping and
Get a Second Large
Cheese for

FREE FREE $6.99
236-2616 Jj
236-2616

$2.00
OFF
Large
Cheese Pizza
236-2616

oupon can't be combined with any other offer. "Coupon can't be combfned with any other offer,
Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. | Coupon can't be combined with any other offer.
tf/iust mention coupons when ordering.
(Must mention coupons when ordering.
Must mention coupons when ordering.
|Coupon can't be combined with any other offer! Must mention coupons when ordering.
Must mention coupons whan ordering.

Buy
Giant
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda

FREE
236-2616

Coupon can't be combined wffh any other offer.
ust mention coupons when ordering.
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X-Countty Races NCAAs • Wrestlers TacMe
Women Finish Third of 35, Men Follow in 11th place of 38
CAT MAHER
SPORTS

Bantams Ranked No. 1, Finish Meet 7th

WRITER

DAVE BUCCO

The Trinity College women's
cross country team, coached by
George Suitor, competed in the
2003 NCAA Division III New
England Championships on
Saturday, Nov. 15 at the
University of Southern Maine.
The Bantams entered the race
ranked fourth in New England
and fifth in the nation. The
women finished fourth in the
NESCAC Championships on
Nov. 1, and were one of four
NESCAC teams ranked among
the top five in the nation.
Middlebury,
Amherst,
and
Williams were each ranked ahead
of Trinity but Trinity has finished
ahead of or tied with each of
those teams at some point during
the season's numerous meets.
The Bantams were led by junior Christina Kane and senior tricaptains
Elizabeth
Brown,
Kristina DePeau, and Karen Roy.
Freshman Kristina Miner has also
made an impact this season.
Kane and Brown earned AllNESCAC honors on Nov. 1.
Kane has the women's team's
best,5,000-meter time this season
at 18 minutes (also her careerbest), achieved in a second-place
Open Championships. She also
won the Twin Brook Invitational
II (22:53, 6K), which followed
the same course that the New
England Regional Meet held this
Saturday, and finished fourth in
both the Amherst Invitational and
the
Connecticut
College
Invitational.
Freshman Kristina Miner had
a breakout season, consistently
finishing among the fastest
Bantams. Sophomore Jackie
Kupper and senior Hilary Evans,
both who have improved their
performances significantly over
the course of the season, round
out Trinity's top seven.
As expected, the women did
very well in the NCAA Division

SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity College wrestling
team had an auspicious first tournament this past Saturday at the
Roger Williams
University
Invitational Tournament. Trinity
had come into the tournament
ranked first in New England and
21st in the nation, but finished
seventh overall. The Bantams
were missing five projected
starters over the weekend but several wrestlers stepped up and had
positive showings.
Senior captain Wes Connell
led the team, going 5-0 and winning his first Roger Williams
tournament. Connell dominated
all but one match throughout the
tournament, which will leave him
as the top ranked wrestler in his
weight class in New England.
Senior captain Mark Foresi,
wrestling his first tournament in
over a year after missing the 2003
season due to a devastating knee
injury, went 7-1 showing flashes
of brilliance and a third place finish.

III Championships, coming in
third place of 35 teams.
Middlebury came in first place
with a score of 51 points.
Williams followed in second
place with 77 points. Trinity
placed third with 113 points. Roy
led the Bantams; she came in 10th
place. Brown came in second for
Trinity and 12th place overall.
Kane and DePeau came in 24th
and 26th places, respectively.
Miner, Kupper, and Evans finished 41st, 42nd, and 52nd.
"I don't think that it was our
best performance," said Roy. "It
was an extremely stressful meet
so not everyone ran to their
potential, but we were still very

pleased with the results."
The men's team also did well
in the championships on
Saturday. They came in 11th of
38 teams. The men finished in
299 total points. Tom Walsh finished first for the Bantams by
coming in 43rd place. James
Sullivan was only a few seconds
behind Walsh and finished in 47th
place. Nate Gravel, Paul Jarboe,
and Geoffrey Long finished in
50th, 67th, and 92nd places.
Adam Selby and Antonio
Quintero also ran for the Bantams
and finished in 119th and 175th
places.
"It was an improvement to
see RUNNERS on page 18

As the tournament progressed
Foresi seemed more and more
comfortable on the mat as he
dominated his latter opponents
with upper body throws.
The third senior captain,
Michael "Dancing" Doros also
went home with a third place
medal and a 4-1 record. Doros
was upset in the semi-finals but
rebounded nicely as he punished
his last two opponents with a
combined score of 20-5.
Although Foresi and Doros
finished with a combined record
of 11-2, it was clearly not good
enough for their standards, as
they both have set their sights on
New England championships and
AU-American status.
Sophomore Will Moyet won
his last six matches after being
caught and pinned in the first
round of the tournament. Moyet
was taking it to every opponent
he wrestled, showing off his
lightening speed and killer
instinct. In his last match for
third place Moyet displayed a
vengeance by beating the New
see GRAPPLERS on page 18

Melyssa Fuqua

The wrestling team will be at full strength next weekend.

Swimming Bantams Look to Talented Frosh
Swimmers Look for Successful Season and Continued Improvement With Seventeen New Freshmen
WILL YANG
SPORTS EDITOR

www.trincoll.edu

The Bantams have brought 17 freshmen into the swimming program.

Trinity's swimming program is steadily
climbing toward an improved reputation in
the NESCAC. With 10 new freshmen joining the men's team, and seven freshmen on
the women's squad, the Bantams' potential
as a team is still yet to be defined.
Beginning this fall, the team got
together for a rigorous off-season schedule
of workouts and lifting. Nov. 1 marked the
official start of the season, and since then
the team has been focusing on improvement every practice, as well as throughout
the season.
The team hopes to build positively on
last year's experience, and is ready to see
how well they will fare as a relatively small
team in the NESCAC.
Junior co-captain and sprinter Mark
Silva commented on the team's early season improvement, especially with the addition of the freshmen, saying, "I'm excited
for the season to start. We have a lot of
speed compared to last year," specifically
citing freshman freestyler Jeff Yoshida
adding, "[Yoshida] is gonna do a lot of

things this year ...", who, along with his
classmates impressed many during intersquad races this past weekend.
Looking forward to the season, the
team's basic goals are to improve upon
their year-end standings following the
NESCAC tournament, which begins in late
February.
Last year's men finished 11th, while
the women finished at eighth. Co-captain
of the women's team. Beth Stokes '04
expressed her expectations for her squad,
saying, "The girls will have a really good
season this year, we were eighth at
NESCACs last year - we're hoping to
improve on that this year."
Silva added that the men's team simply
needs to, "swim hard - we have a lot of
potential."
Among those joining the men's team,
freshmen IMer Mike Lenihan, backstroker
Peter Anderson, and breaststroker Alex
Spurrier are all expected to help the team
immediately. The freshmen divers, Todd
Morrison and Chris Minue, are also going
to play a crucial role in the team's success
this season.
see SWIMMERS on page 18

